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Dear Mail-A-Book Patron,
Our new catalog has a few changes that we hope will improve your browsing experience. You will find the
classification or genre of the materials noted following the description for each title. When possible, books in the
same series have been listed as well. You can always ask for an Author or Series List, to make it easier to select
books in order.
If you are new to Mail-A-Book, or just want to refresh your memory about how things work, please see
the instructions on the inside back cover. This information is also available from our website.
If you have questions or comments, please do contact us. We appreciate your feedback so that we can
provide services in a helpful and meaningful way.

~ 0 ~ Happy Reading, Listening and Viewing!

Books for Adults

Bright Season

Melinda Foster; 6

Melanie Lageschulte
When a mysterious box is pulled from her
farmhouse’s crawlspace, Melinda’s torn between
protecting the former owner’s privacy and tracking
down the woman he once loved. 1 Growing Season;

Fiction

General Fiction

2 Harvest Season; 3 Peaceful Season; 4 Waiting
Season; 5 Songbird Season; 7 Turning Season; 8
Blessed Season
Fiction domestic

Agatha Arch is Afraid of Everything

Kristin Bair O'Keeffe
Agatha finds herself face-to-face with everything
that frightens her... and that's a long list. Defying
her abundant assortment of anxieties, Agatha dons
her "spy pants" and sets out to spy on her husband.

Castle of Shadows
A Family Saga

Anna Lawton
Italy 1870 to 1950. In the Piedmont countryside
near Turin, live three women, three generations,
and a multitude of interesting characters.

Fiction domestic, humorous

Always the Last to Know

Kristin Higgins
Barb and John Frost are testy and bored with each
other after fifty years of marriage. Now Barb and
John will finally have to face what's been going on
in their marriage all along.
Fiction domestic

Fiction domestic

Chicken Sisters

K. J. Dell'Antonia
Chicken Mimi's and Chicken Frannie's have spent a
century vying to serve up the best fried chicken in
the state. When Food Wars covers the feud, sisters
must choose to fight with each other, or for their
heritage.
Fiction humorous, Reese's book club

Before and Again

Barbara Delinsky
Mackenzie took her eyes off the road for just a
moment, but the resulting collision was enough to
rob her not only of her daughter, but ultimately of
her marriage, family, and friends.

Corporate Gunslinger

Doug Engstrom
Actress Kira Clark is in debt. She becomes a
corporate gunfighter on the dueling fields. When
the opportunity to fight for a huge purse arises,
Kira sees it as a chance to buy a new life ...

Fiction domestic

Bitter and Sweet of Cherry Season

Molly Fader
Hope arrives at the family estate with a terrible
secret and her daughter in tow, unsure if she'll be
welcomed or turned away. As she works at the
orchard a new life begins to blossom.

Fiction dystopian, satirical

Dearly Beloved

Cara Wall
Set in the years 1950-1970 in a changing America
and London, the story follows two married couples
whose intricate bonds of faith and friendship, are
tested by the birth of an autistic child.

Fiction domestic

Bless me, Ultima

Rudolfo A. Anaya
Ultima comes to stay with Antonio’s family in New
Mexico. She is a curandera, one who cures with
herbs and magic.
Fiction domestic

Fiction domestic

Fragments of Light

Mich'ele Phoenix
From D-Day to present-day, two lives are
irrevocably changed by the decision to chase
bravery, or to run away from it. Includes discussion

Blessing in Disguise

Danielle Steel
A single mother unexpectedly finds happiness and
love. A secret comes to light, bonds mother and
daughters closer, and turns a challenge into a
Fiction domestic
blessing.

questions.

Fiction Christian
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How the Penguins Saved Veronica

Adult Reading Programs

Hazel Prior
A curmudgeonly but charming 85 year old woman,
her estranged grandson, and a colony of penguins
proves it's never too late to be the person you
want to be.

Mail-A-Book offers two adult reading
programs each year. Each is designed to
encourage literature engagement. We hope to
enable individuals to develop lifelong learning
skills by looking at, listening to, and reading
books of all types. Please contact us if you
would like to participate.

Fiction humorous

Key to Everything

Valerie Fraser Luesse
After WWII and a family tragedy, Peyton Cabot
seeks connection with his troubled veteran father
by retracing the trip he'd taken from Savannah to
Key West at the same age.

Winter Reading Program

Created to boost the use of books for
entertainment during the long, cold, Northern
Minnesota winter, the program provides a
challenge to explore new literature types
while reading for pleasure. Challenges, prizes
and incentives vary each year.

Fiction Christian, Bildungsroman

Last Bathing Beauty

Amy Sue Nathan
A former beauty queen faces the secrets of her
past, for herself and the sake of her family's future.

January-March Every Year

Fiction domestic

Lending Library

Aliza Fogelson
While running her own lending library, Dodie
Fairisle is considering a life-changing decision, as
she learns of the chance to adopt an orphan.

Summer Reading Program

This program is designed to encourage
individuals to engage with books throughout
the summer months. For each book read,
listened to or viewed, the participants will
send in a ticket for the drawing at the end of
the program. Prizes vary.

Fiction domestic, humorous

Man Who Would be King

Addison J. Chapple
A phone scam from Somali grifters puts dollar signs
in Benjamin’s eyes. Jetting off to Africa, they plot to
convince the locals they are Navy Seals, and
demand that pirates turn over their treasure.

June-August Every Year
Girl, Woman, Other

Fiction humorous

Bernadine Evaristo
A celebration of the diversity of Black British
experience. A vivid portrait of the state of
contemporary Britain and the legacy of Britain's
colonial history in Africa and the Caribbean.

Meadowlark

Melanie Abrams
After growing up in an austere spiritual compound,
two teenagers, escape and go their separate ways.
One becomes a leader of a commune.

Fiction LGBTQI+

Fiction domestic

Half

Midnight at the Blackbird Café

Sharon Harrigan
Identical twins Paula and Artis speak in one voice-until they can't. They are reunited for their father's
funeral. To repair their relationship, the twins
retrace their early lives to uncover what happened.

Heather S. Webber
Anna Kate has returned to bury her Granny Zee,
owner of the Blackbird Café. She finds herself
drawn to the quirky town, and the mysterious
blackbird pie.

Fiction

Fiction domestic
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Stories That Bind Us

Miss Cecily's Recipes for Exeptional Ladies

Vicky Zimmerman
After a major life upheaval, Kate Parker finds
herself volunteering at Lauderdale House for
Exceptional Ladies. There she meets 97-year-old
Cecily Finn, who has lost her spark.

Susie Finkbeiner
Betty Sweet is still recovering from the loss of her
husband when she becomes the temporary
guardian of a five-year-old nephew she never knew
she had. They build a relationship upon
storytelling.

Fiction domestic

Fiction Christian

Moral Compass

Summer on Cutthroat Lake

Danielle Steel
Saint Ambrose has just enrolled one hundred and
forty female students for the first time. The
characters will reach a crossroads where they must
choose between what is easy and what is right.

Owen Duffy
World War II has left Braxton, Wyoming derelict.
Four strangers return one summer to revitalize the
town. Braxton's future looks promising when a
famous photographer and his entourage arrive for
a magazine shoot, until they disappear.

Fiction domestic, bildungsromans

Overdue Life of Amy Byler

Fiction WW II

Kelly Harms
Single mother Amy Byler grabs the chance to enjoy
a child-free summer in New York City, but then a
crisis forces her to make some difficult choices.

That Summer in Maine

Brianna Wolfson
Two young women, unaware of each other, met a
charismatic man at a craft fair and each had a brief
affair with him. Now, sixteen years later, the lives
these women have made are upended when their
teenage girls meet on social media.

Fiction domestic

Patron Saints of Nothing

Randy Ribay
When seventeen-year-old Jay Reguero learns his
Filipino cousin and former best friend, Jun, was
murdered as part of President Duterte's war on
drugs, he flies to the Philippines to learn more.

Fiction domestic

These Nameless Things

Shawn Smucker
Dan opened his door to find a wounded woman
who had escaped from the tormentors in the
mountain. Her arrival changes everything. Why
does he keep her presence in his house a secret?

Fiction domestic, murder, Philippines

Secret Messenger

Mandy Robotham
Venice, 1943: Stella Jilani is leading a double life. By
day she works in the lion's den as a typist for the
Reich; by night, she risks her life as a messenger for
the Italian resistance. London, 2017: Luisa finds a
mysterious old typewriter in her attic.

Fiction Christian

When We Believed in Mermaids

Barbara O'Neal
Josie Bianci was killed years ago. Gone forever. It's
what her sister, Kit, has always believed. Then Kit
sees news coverage of a woman, and Kit finally has
a chance to find the sister who's been living a lie.

Fiction historical

Sleepovers

Ashleigh Bryant Phillips
In a forgotten corner of the rural South, we meet a
runaway teen, a mattress salesman, feral kittens,
an elderly bachelorette wearing a horsehair locket,
and a little girl named after Shania Twain.

Fiction chick lit, domestic

Fiction short stories
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Historical Fiction

Evening and the Morning
Kingsbridge; Prequel

Blessing to Cherish

Ken Follett
It is 997 CE, the end of the Dark Ages. Those in
power bend justice according to their will,
regardless of ordinary people or the king.

Red River of the North; 7

Lauraine Snelling
Ingeborg Bjorklund will have to decide if her settled
life is worth more to her than a future she hardly
dares to imagine.

Historical

Historical religious

Fast Girls

Elise Hooper
The history of the female members of the first
integrated Olympic team, and their journeys to the
1936 summer games in Berlin, Nazi Germany.

Bluebeard's First Wife

Seong-Nan Ha
Disasters, accidents, and deaths abound. Ha's
paranoia-inducing, heart-quickening stories will
have you reconsidering your own neighbors.

Historical biographical, sports

Historical short stories (Translated from Korean)

Island of Sea Women

Kathleen Rooney
Answering the call to serve in the war, neither bird,
nor Army officer, can anticipate how their lives will
intersect in a chaotic battle. Their wills will be
tested, and their lives will emerge forever altered.

Lisa See
Two girls living on the Korean island of Jeju, are
best friends that come from very different
backgrounds. They begin working in the sea with
their village's all-female diving collective, led by
Young-sook's mother.

Historical Inspired by true events.

Historical

Cilka's Journey

Jackie and Maria

Cher Ami and Major Whittlesey

A Novel of Jackie Kennedy & Maria Callas

Heather Morris
Cilka is just 16 years-old when she is taken to
Auschwitz-Birkenau Concentration Camp in 1942.
In time, Cilka finds that despite everything that has
happened to her, there is room for love.

Paul Gill
Jackie Kennedy was beautiful, sophisticated,
recovering from the birth of a stillborn child. Maria
Callas is at the height of her operatic career and
widely considered to be the finest soprano in the
world. Includes historical afterward and discussion questions.

Reading group section.

Historical Based on a true story of love and survival.

Historical

Column of Fire

Joyce Girl

Kingsbridge; 3

Ken Follett
In 1558, the ancient stones of Kingsbridge
Cathedral look down on a city torn apart by
religious conflict. As power in England shifts
precariously, royalty and commoners clash.

A Novel of Jazz Age Paris

Annabel Abbs
The review in the Paris Times in November 1928 is
rapturous in its praise of Lucia's skill and artistry as
a dancer. When her behavior grows increasingly
erratic, Lucia’s father sends her to a psychoanalyst.

Prequel The Evening and the Morning; 1 The Pillars of
the Earth; 2 World Without End
Historical romance, thriller

Historical

Music Book

Dragonfly

A Novel

Leila Meacham
Five idealistic young Americans receive a letter
from the OSS, asking them to fight for their
country. They answer the call of duty, but each for
a secret reason of his or her own.

Karen Osborn
In 1952 orchestral groups refused women even an
audition, but a modern music quartet needs a lastminute substitute cellist. They hire Irena.
Historical domestic, feminist

Historical WWII, spy
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Naked Truth:

Voyage of the Morning Light

Marina Endicott
Kay and Thea are half-sisters. When their father
dies, Thea travels to Nova Scotia for her marriage
to the captain of the Morning Light. Set aboard a
merchant ship in the South Pacific in 1912.

Or Equality, The Forbidden Fruit: A Novel

Carrie Hayes
1868. Tennessee is smart, sexy, and sometimes
clairvoyant. But it’s her sister, who is going to make
history as the first woman to run for President.
Historical

Historical domestic

Paris Never Leaves You

What Momma Left Behind

Ellen Feldman
Living through WWII working in a Paris bookstore
with her young daughter, Vivi, and fighting for her
life, Charlotte was no victim, she is a survivor. The
war is over, but the past is never past.

Cindy Sproles
Worri takes on the care of orphans near their
Appalachian mountain home. She fights to save her
home and the children now in her care.
Historical Christian

Historical war

Where the Lost Wander

Summer of '69

Amy Harmon
The Overland Trail, 1853: Naomi, a widow at
twenty, sets off with her family for a life out West.
She meets with John Lowry, a half-Pawnee man
straddling two worlds and a stranger in both.

Elin Hilderbrand
Four siblings experience the drama, intrigue, and
upheaval of the '60s summer when everything
changed. Every year they have enjoyed the
summer at their grandmother's home in
Nantucket.

Historical

Women of Copper Country

Historical domestic

Mary Doria Russell
In July 1913, twenty-five-year-old Annie 's spent
her whole life in the coal-mining town of Calumet,
Michigan, where men risk their lives for meager
salaries. Annie decides to stand up for herself.

This Tender Land

William Kent Krueger
1932, Minnesota. The Lincoln School is home to an
orphan named Odie O'Banion, a lively boy whose
exploits earn him the superintendent's wrath. He
and his brother, their best friend, and a little girl
steal away in a canoe.

Historical biographical

Historical domestic, action / adventure

To Wake the Giant

A Novel of Pearl Harbor

Horror

Jeff Shaara
In 1941, President Roosevelt watches uneasily as
the world heads rapidly down a dangerous path.
Told through the eyes of widely diverse characters,
this story looks at all sides of the drama.

Dracula's Child

Historical action / adventure, war

Horror gothic, paranormal

Tony's Wife

Night of the Mannequins

Johnathan Barnes
Jonathan and Mina Harker survived their ordeal in
Transylvania and, after vanquishing Count Dracula,
returned to ordinary lives. But shadows linger long.

Stephen Graham
We thought we'd play a fun prank on her, and now
most of us are dead. Bringing a mannequin into a
theater was just some harmless fun, right? Until it
woke up. Until it started killing.

A Novel

Adriana Trigiani
Chi Chi and Saverio meet one summer on the
Jersey shore before WW II. Soon they marry and
they must make a choice: Who will put ambition
aside to build a family and who will pursue a
career.
Historical domestic

Horror
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Out of Body

Bloody Genius

Horror fantasy

John Stanford
At the local university, two feuding departments
have faced off on the battleground of PC culture.
Someone winds up dead, and Flowers is brought in
to investigate. He's dealing with people who, on
this one particular issue, are functionally crazy.

Jeffery Ford
The trauma of holding a dying girl in his arms drives
Owen out of his own body. Secrets are everywhere
and demons fester behind closed doors. He
discovers a serial killer capable of traveling with
him through his dreams.

Virgil Flowers; 12

Ask for a Series List
Mystery detective

Outsider

Stephen King
An eleven-year-old boy's violated corpse is found in
a town park. Eyewitnesses, fingerprints and later
DNA point to one of Flint City's most popular
citizens.

Boy

Tami Hoag
When Detective Fourcade enters a home outside
the sleepy town of Bayou Breaux, Louisiana, the
bloody crime scene that awaits him is both the
most brutal and the most confusing he's ever seen.

Horror mystery suspense, thriller, Book to TV series

Mystery detective

Celtic Knot
Anna Shortell

Babysitter

Clara Swift, Irish immigrant and housemaid,
investigates the murder of her hero D'Arcy McGee.

Mystery

Mystery detective / historical

Don’t Keep Silent

Nancy Bush
Twenty years after a brutal attack on her sister, a
new nightmare emerges, and Jamie realizes that
Emma's fractured memories may contain the
answers to the past killings and the current attacks.

Uncommon Justice; 3

Elizabeth Goddard
Investigative reporter Reagan Burke will go
anywhere to find her missing sister-in-law.

Mystery detective / crime

1) Never Let Go, 2) Always Look Twice
Mystery suspense, Christian, religious

Beating About the Bush

Fishing for Trouble

M.C. Beaton
When Agatha Raisin comes across a severed leg in
a roadside hedge, it looks like she is about to
become involved in a gruesome murder.

Elizabeth Logan
When a local fisherman is found drowned in
Wonder Lake, chef Charlotte is asked to
investigate, she must work with a local journalist to
net the killer.

Agatha Raisin Mystery

Alaskan Diner Mystery; 2

Mystery cozy / detective

1 Mousse and Murder; 3 Murphy's Slaw (June, 2021)
Mystery cozy, detective

Better Man

Chief Inspector Gamache; 15

Gourd to Death

Louise Penny
It's Gamache's first day back as head of the
homicide department. Flood waters are rising
across the province. In the middle of the turmoil a
father approaches, pleading for help in finding his
daughter.
Ask for a Series List

Pie Town; 5

Kirsten Weiss
When a contestant in the pumpkin pie contest is
found crushed under a giant pumpkin, Val wonders
if this will be her last Halloween. Includes recipes.
1 The Quiche and the Dead; 2 Bleeding Tarts; 3 Pie
Hard; 4 Pies before Guys
Mystery cozy, detective

Mystery detective
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Great Darkness

Nothing Ventured

Jeffery Archer
Investigating the theft of a priceless Rembrandt
painting, a London detective comes up against a
suave art collector and his brilliant lawyer, who are
willing to bend the law to stay one step ahead.

Nighthawk; 1

Jim Kelly
1939, Cambridge: The opening weeks of the
Second World War, and the first blackout, covers
southern England, enveloping the city. Daylight
reveals a corpse on the riverside. War, it seems,
has many victims, but what links these crimes?

Mystery detective

Pawful Truth

2 Mathematical Bridge
Mystery historical, detective

Cat in the Stacks Mystery; 12

Miranda James
Librarian and doting granddad, Charlie Harris
decides to go back to school, he and his cat, find
themselves entangled in a deadly lovers quarrel.
Charlie races to unravel this mystery.

Lead a Merry Dance

April Hayman
Trip Devereaux takes his new wife, Libby, on a
honeymoon. But when a jewelry thief strikes and
Libby is - literally - left holding the bag, their trip is
put on hold so Trip can prove his wife's innocence.

Ask for a Series List
Mystery cozy, detective

Mystery Christian, detective, Christmas

Running From the Dead

Lily Barlow and the Mystery of Jane Dough

A Crime Novel

Mike Knowles
An unsigned note scrawled on a bathroom door by
a young girl in trouble give Jones someone to chase
and a reason to keep moving before the cops move
on him.

Lily Barlow; 1

Carla Vergot
College student Lily Barlow is called home to get
the family bakery running after her dad's heart
attack. She becomes consumed with an online
clearinghouse for victims cops can't identify.

Mystery murder, investigation

2 Lily Barlow and the Mystery in the Mangroves
Mystery detective

Shills Can't Cash Chips
Hard Case Crime

Love & Other Crimes: Stories

Erie Stanley Gardner
Return to the 1960s as a simple insurance
investigation into a car accident puts Bertha Cool
and Donald Lam on the trail of murder.

Sara Paretsky
Short stories involving ten-year-old V.I. Warshawski
on her very first investigation to save her father, ad
well as others.

Mystery detective, From the creator of "Perry Mason”.

Other V.I. Warshawski novels: Breakdown; Fallout
Mystery detective, short stories

Tear it Down
Peter Ash; 4

No Truth to Tell a novel

Nicholas Petrie
Peter finds himself stuck between Memphis
gangsters, a Mississippi ex-con and his brother
looking for a valuable piece of family history.

Michael McAuliffe
February 1994 Lynwood, Louisiana: Flaming crosses
light up the night and terrorize the southern town.
A federal civil rights prosecutor arrives from DC and
investigates the crimes with a seasoned local FBI
special agent.

1 Drifter; 2 Burning Bright; 3 Light It Up; 5 Wild One; 6
Mystery detective

Twisted Twenty-Six

Mystery detective, legal, hate crimes

Stephanie Plum; 26

Janet Evanovich
Jimmy's former "business partners" are convinced
that his widow is keeping the keys to their financial
success for herself. Stephanie steps in to sort it out.
Ask for an author or series list.
Mystery humorous, detective
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Unveiling the Past

Bright Side of Going Dark

Kim Vogel Sawyer
Newlyweds and cold case detectives Sean and
Meghan Eagle have been given the task of
investigating the twenty-years-past disappearance
of a husband and father.

Psychological domestic

Kelly Harms
As one of the most popular influencers on social
media, Mia Bell has lived her life online for years.
Mia finally has had enough. She heaves her phone
off a cliff, ready to live offline for a change.

Bringing Maggie Home; 2

1 Bringing Maggie Home
Mystery detective, religious

Love Season

Elin Hilderbrand
Renata is on Nantucket visiting the family of her
new fiance. She takes the opportunity, to contact
Marguerite in hopes of learning the story of her
mother's life - and death. Things spiral hopelessly
out of control, and nothing ends up as planned.

Watch Them Die

Kevin O'Brien
Different victims: the blonde film student. The
brunette paralegal, the red-headed artist. Different
methods: The first victim is strangled. The second is
stabbed repeatedly. The third is pushed out an
open window.

Psychological

Patsy

Mystery detective, supense, thriller

Nicole Dennis-Benn
Patsy leaves Jamaica where she was raised, hoping
for a new start where she can be, and love,
whomever she wants. In America she struggles to
survive as an immigrant. Her daughter builds a
relationship with her father. Mother and daughter
ultimately find a way back to one another.

Western Star

Longmire Mystery; 13

Craig Johnson
A photograph hurtles the sheriff into a head-on
collision of past and present, placing those he loves
most squarely on the tracks of runaway revenge.

1 The Cold Dish; 2 Death Without Company; 3 Kindness
Goes Unpunished; 4 Another Man's Moccasins; 5 Dark
Horse; 6 Junkyard Dogs; 7 Hell is Empty; 8 As the Crow
Flies; 9 Serpent's Tooth; 10 Any Other Name; Wait for
Signs(short stories); 11 Dry Bones; 12 An Obvious
Fact; 13 The Highwayman; 13 The Western Star; 14
Depth of Winter; 15 Land of Wolves
Mystery detective, western, book to TV series

Psychological domestic, LGBTQI+

Queen's Gambit

Walter S. Tevis
Beth Harmon, orphaned at age eight, insists that
the janitor teach her how to play chess and from
then on her entire life is changed.

Psychological thriller, New York Times Bestseller, Book
to TV series

Witch Elm

Tana French
A skull is found in the trunk of an elm tree in the
garden--and Toby is forced to face the possibility
that his past may not be what he has believed.

Simple Favor

Darcey Bell
A story of a mommy blogger, her best friend who
disappears, and the latter's husband, with
betrayals and reversals, a dead body, and the everrevolving question of who is duping whom.

Mystery detective, suspense

Psychological thriller

Psychological

Stranger in the Lake

Kimberly Belle
Charlotte married the wealthy widower and they
have a charmed life together. Everything starts to
unravel when she discovers a young woman's body
floating in the lake. It seems like a coincidence, but
the stranger in the lake is no stranger.

Book of Second Chances

Katherine Slee
After her Grandmother’s death, Emily is at a
complete loss. When she gets an unexpected
letter, Emily traces her grandmother's past.
Psychological domestic

Psychological suspense, thriller
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Their Last Secret

At Love's Command

Rick Mofina
Janie was fourteen when she made the blood pact
with her friends, setting in motion the horrifying
crime that would tear her town apart. Twenty
years later, school counselor Emma Grant struggles
to keep her past buried. Then she finds a note on
her car threatening to reveal her secret.

Karen Witemeyer
Ex-cavalry officer Matthew Hanger leads a band of
mercenaries who defend the innocent, but when
one of them nearly dies, they seek out help from
Dr. Josephine Burkett. When Josephine's brother is
abducted, she is caught in the crossfire.
Romance western, historical, romance

Psychological

Bad Boy of Redemption Ranch
Golden Valley; 9

Maisy Yates
Police officer Pansy Daniels is the poster girl for
responsible behavior. Orphaned as a child, she has
dedicated her life to safeguarding her local
community. West Caldwell has come to
Redemption Ranch to put his past behind him.

Romance

Acceptable Risk

Lynette Eason
After being held hostage overseas, journalist Sarah
Denning digs for the truth behind her brother's
death with the help of former Army Ranger Gavin
Black. As her enemies seek to silence her, Sarah
and Gavin race to peel back layers of lies.

Romance western

Banty House

Carolyn Brown
In the fading town of Rooster, Texas, all that's
really left is a service station, a church...and the
Banty House, a long-ago Depression-era brothel.
An abandoned teen with a baby on the way and
nowhere to go, is given a room. She meets young
handyman, with a past as broken as hers.

Romance suspense, thriller

All Stirred Up

Brianne Moore
Susan's family once lived on the success of the
high-end restaurants founded by her late
grandfather. Now it's up to Susan to save the last
remaining restaurant. What awaits Susan is her
grandfather's protégé - and her ex-boyfriend.

Romance

Best Man Plan

Boots & Bouquets;1

Romance

Jaci Burton
Three days before Erin Bellini's wedding, her fiance
breaks up with her--in an email! She decides to
have a fling with veterinarian Jason Callum, who's
both the best man and the hottest guy she knows.

Almost a Bride
Bride Ships; 4

Jody Hedlund
Longing to find true love, Kate Millington arrives in
British Columbia on a bride ship. After traveling to
the remote mining town to marry her newest
fiance, she finds herself single once again.

Romance

Big Sky

Timeless Western Collection

1 Reluctant Bride; 2 The Runaway Bride; 3 A Bride of
Convenience
Romance historical, religious

Kimberly Krey et. al.
THE COWBOY'S CATCH -- Jason Keller bids on a
date with Marlee at the town’s fundraising event.
SELLING HER RANCH, STEALING HIS HEART -Teresa adores her job at the ranch, but the owner,
passes away and the ranch is put up for sale. THE
COWBOY'S SECOND GO – A country music artist
moves to live with her aunt in Montana.

Appalachian Summer

Ann H. Gabhart
In 1933, Piper can only think about how to get out
of being a debutante and marrying Braxton
Crandall. Piper volunteers as a frontier nursing
courier in the Appalachian Mountains.

Romance historical, western, religious (LDS)

Romance historical, Christian
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Blind Faith

Chasing Trouble in Texas

Sharon Sala
When a seventeen-year-old boy goes missing while
camping in the Chisos Mountains, the case is right
up PI Charlie Dodge's alley. Charlie's reputation for
finding missing kids is unparalleled.

Delores Fossen
With twin girls he adores and a ranch he’s
dedicated to, the widower and cowboy is more
than busy. When his former flame arrives in his
hometown, his world is thrown off balance.

Jigsaw Files;3

Lone Star Ridge; 2

1 Missing Piece; 2 Second Sight; 4 Last Straw
Romance suspense, thriller

1 Tangled Up in Texas; 3 Wild Nights in Texas; 4
Tempting in Texas
Romance western

Boyfriend Material

Christmas Backup Plan

Alexis J. Hall
To clean up his image, Luc has to find a nice,
normal relationship, and Oliver Blackwood is
perfect boyfriend material. So they strike a deal.
But, fake-dating can feel a lot like real-dating.

Twilight Texas; 12

Lori Wilde
Aria has one goal: to give her best friend a perfect
wedding day. After a bump on the head, she's stuck
on the road to Twilight with upright, uptight, exmilitary, Remington in the driver's seat.

Romance humorous, LGBTQI+

Breakfast at the Honey Creek Café

Ask for a Series List
Romance Christmas

Honey Creek; 1

Jodi Thomas
Piper Jane Mackenzie, mayor of Honey Creek,
won't let a major scandal rip her quirky hometown
apart. She welcomes undercover detective Colby
McBride, hired to help solve a mystery.

Cowboy Strong

Longhorn Canyon; 7

Carolyn Brown
A rugged Texas cowboy and the girl next door find
a fake engagement feeling all too real.

Romance

Includes novella: Sunrise Ranch.

Butterfly

1 Cowboy Bold; 2 Cowboy Honor; 3 Cowboy Brave; 4
Cowboy Rebel; 5 Christmas with a Cowboy; 6 Cowboy
Courage; 7.5 A Perfect Christmas
Romance

Book 2

Ashley Antoinette
After thinking that her lover, Messiah Williams, is
dead, Morgan falls in love with his best friend. She
needs to make a decision when she discovers that
Messiah is very much alive.

Crushing Depths

Coastal Guardians; 2

Dani Pettrey
When an accident claims the life of an oil-rig
worker off the North Carolina coast, Coast Guard
investigators Dawson and Rogers take on the case.

Butterfly Book 1, Butterfly Book 3
Romance urban, erotic

Calico Ball

1 Killing Tide
Romance supense, thriller, Christian

Timeless Western Collection

Carla Kelly et al
THE KEEPER OF THE WESTERN DOOR -- Mary
travels to Wyoming Territory and finds a new
friend in Sergeant Blade. A CONVENIENT
ARRANGEMENT -- Patrick writes to a mail-order
bride service. ISABELLA'S CALICO GROOM -- Dr.
Isabella Pattison arrives in the Wyoming Territory.

Dark Illusion
Dark; 33

Christine Feehan
Julija Brennan is in the race of her life. Her
attempts to warn the Carpathians of the coming
threat has failed and put a target on her back.

Romance historical, western, religious (LDS)

Ask for a Series List
Romance paranormal, fantasy
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Forgotten Murder

Dazzle of Diamonds

Liz Johnson
Best friends Penelope and Tucker have faced their
share of challenges. Finding a lost treasure in time
to clear his family's name and win him an election
may uncover something they never expected.

Medlar Mystery; 3

Jude Deveraux
Decades earlier, two people ran off together from
Oxley and haven't been heard from since. Guests
find themselves in a live mystery-theater event.
1 Willing Murder; 2 Justified Murder
Romance detective, mystery, thriller

Romance Christian

Deadly Touch

Good Time Cowboy

Krewe of Hunters; 31 of 35

Gold Valley; 3

Heather Graham
Jon Dickson is on the trail of a serial killer. He
realizes Kylies vision is his best lead, so he must
gain her trust and guide her new talent.

Maisey Yates
When Lindy Parker lost her cheating husband, she
gained a vineyard. Lightning struck Wyatt Dodge
the first time he saw Lindy Parker.

Ask for a Series List
Romance detective/mystery, suspense, paranormal

Also includes the novella: Hard Riding Cowboy.

1 Smooth-Talking Cowboy; 2 Untamed Cowboy
Romance

Desolation Road
Torpedo Inc.; 4

Happy Catastrophe

Christine Feehan
Aleksei has spent the last six weeks at the library,
reading and watching the librarian who makes his
blood rush. Scarlet has been fantasizing about the
tattooed man who follows her every move.

Maddie Dawson
Marnie MacGraw and Patrick Delaney have been in
love for a few years now, enough to realize that
they are imperfectly perfect together. Still, there
are some things that maybe need a little attention.
Includes book club questions.

1 Judgment Road; 2 Vengeance Road; 3 Vendetta
Road; 5 Reckless Road
Romance Erotic

Romance domestic

Heart of a Hero

Emerald Blaze

Global Search and Rescue; 2

A Hidden Legacy Novel

Susan May Warren
Rescuing Aria Sinclair is just what former SEAL Jake
Silver needs in order to redeem his past mistakes.
Keeping her distance from Jake is what Aria needs
to protect her heart.

Ilona Andrews
Catalina and her sisters have extraordinary powers.
When they are under attack and monsters haunt
her every step, she is forced to rely on handsome,
dangerous Alessandro, who crushed her heart.
Ask for an Author List
Romance paranormal, fantasy, vampires

1 Way of the Brave; 3 Price of Valor
Romance Christian, suspense, thriller

Far and Away

Heart of Gold

The Godmothers

Montana Justice; 3

Fern Michaels
Sophie has sensed something unusual in her new
home. With her three extraordinary friends by her
side, she’s ready to confront a terrible wrong.

B. J. Daniels
Charlie has been blaming herself for her stepsister
Lindy's unsolved murder for fifteen years. Then,
she glimpses Lindy--alive--standing on the street.

Reprint of past titles. Ask for Author List
Romance domestic

1 Restless Heart; 2 Heartbreaker
Romance detective / mystery
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Hide and Seek

doctor arrives in town and threatens to unlock the
heart she's guarded so tightly.

Criminal Profiler; 2

Mary Burton
Macy is a survivor. After a vicious hit-and-run
nearly kills her, she gets right back to work, and
now she's gunning for a spot on the FBI's elite
profiling team.

Romance Christian, historical, mystery/detective /suspense

Love's Mountain Quest
Hearts of Montana; 2

Misty Beller
In 1867, after her son goes missing, Joanna Watson
enlists Isaac Bowen - a man with limited experience
in the rugged country - to help.

1 Last Move; 3 I See You
Romance detective / mystery, thriller

Home to Wind River

1 Hope's Highest Mountain; 3 Faith's Mountain Home
Romance Christian, historical, western

Wind River Valley; 7

Lindsay McKenna
After a harrowing tour of duty in Afghanistan, an
Army nurse escapes to Wind River Ranch to find
herself once more. Working as a caregiver to an
elderly woman, Lily almost feels at peace.

Low Country Hero

Safe Haven; 1

Lee Tobin McClain
Sunny, carefree days--it's the life Anna has always
wanted for her twins. Now that they've made it,
she won't let anyone stand in her way.

Romance suspense

How Sweet It Is

2 Low Country Dreams; 3 Low Country Christmas
Romance "clean and wholesome"

Legacy of Faith; 3

Robin Lee Hatcher
Holly is doing her best with the restaurant she
inherited. Jed has done well with his company.

Mercer’s Bells (Timeless Western)

Beth Moore et al
ONE DANCE: Harriet arrives in Seattle for a fresh
start and a teaching position. A JOURNEY TO LOVE:
A nurse hopes to find a job in the West. FARAWAY
LIFE: Sorcha yearns for a fresh start.

1 Who I Am with You; 2 Cross My Heart
Romance Christian

Last Tang Standing

Lauren Ho
At thirty-three, Andrea Tang about to become the
lone unmarried member of her generation in the
Tang clan--a disappointment her meddling ChineseMalaysian family won't let her forget.

Romance historical, western,

Mockingbird's Song

Amish Greenhouse Mystery; 2

Wanda E. Brunstetter
Grief has paralyzed Sylvia and mysterious events
threaten the family-run greenhouse.

Romance

Legacy

1 Crow's Call; 3 Robin's Greeting
Romance detective/mystery, religious

Steel Brothers; 14

Helen Hardt
Daphne is more than just Brad's wife-to-be and the
mother of his unborn child. She is his destiny and
he vows to protect her, no matter the cost.

Mrs. Miracle Christmas

Debbie Macomber
Laurel McCullough and her husband, Zach, have
been praying for a baby that seems more and more
like an impossible dream. Now they've had to
move in with her beloved grandmother.

13 Fate; 15 Descent
Romance Erotic

Life Once Dreamed

1 Mrs. Miracle; 2 Call Me Mrs. Miracle; 3 Mr. Miracle
Romance domestic, Christmas

Rachel Fordham
A schoolteacher in the Dakota Territory must face
her past-and her shameful secret-when a familiar
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Harlequin Romance List

No Offense

Meg Cabot
The Library's head of children's services, hopes the
messiest thing in her life will be her sticky-note
covered desk. A newborn is left in the restroom,
and the sheriff comes to investigate.

Please feel free to cut this list out to send in.
2021 # 1
Titles Are Available Through April 2023

Name____________________________________

Romance humorous

Address___________________________________

Season of Sunshine

City____________________ Zip Code _________

Julia London
Jane longs to know the identity of her birth
mother. She's come to Cedar Springs for answers. A
handsome ad executive lost his wife, and hires Jane
as the nanny for his two children.
Reader’s Guide and discussion questions included.
Romance

One to Watch

Kate Stayman-London
Bea is a leading fashion blogger, known for her
warm, honest body-positive message. She
ultimately discovers the truth behind the fairytale,
and the reality of falling in love.

Card #_____________________________________
How many books would you like to receive with
your order? ___
We will no longer be able to place HOLDS on these
books. Please put a check mark by the titles you are
most interested in reading. We will substitute if those
titles are not available. Each time we will check again
for the ones you have marked. If you do not want to
read a title, or a category, please cross it out.

Harlequin Desire

Romance

Party of Two

Jasmine Guillory
A chance meeting with a handsome stranger turns
into a whirlwind affair that gets everyone talking.
Olivia knows what she has with Max is something
special, but is it strong enough to survive?
Romance

Promises and Primroses

Mayfield Family; 1 (Proper Romance Regency)

Josi S. Kilpack
Elliott undertakes a 'marriage campaign' to see his
nieces and nephews securely married. He has no
idea it will lead to a reunion with his own lost love.
2 Daisies and Devotion; 3 Rakes and Roses
Romance historical

Rebel Heart

Daughtry House; 1

Beth White
Five years after the War Between the States, Selah
can barely manage to keep herself, her younger
sisters, and their cousin fed and clothed. A hotel
management agent offers her hope for the future.

Billionaire Behind the Mask Andrea Laurence
Black Sheep Heir Yvonne Lindsay
Claiming the Rancher's Heir Maisey Yates
Forbidden Lust Karen Booth
Hidden Ambition Jules Bennett
In Bed with His Rival Katherine Garbera
Insatiable Hunger Yahrah St. John
One Last Kiss Jessica Lemmon
One Night in Texas Charlene Sands
Paternity Pact Cat Schield
Price of Passion Maureen Child
Rancher's Wager Maisey Yates
Rancher's Wild Secret & Hold Me Maisey Yates
Reckless Envy Joss Wood
A Reunion of Rivals Reese Ryan
Ruthless Pride Naima Simone
Secrets of a Playboy Janice Maynard
Slow Burn Janice Maynard
Tempted by the Boss Jules Bennett
Too Texan to Tame Janice Maynard
Trust Fund Fiance' Naima Simone
Untamed Passion Cat Schield
Wild Nashville Ways Sheri Whitefeather

2 A Reluctant Belle; 3 A Reckless Love
Romance Christian, historical
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Royal Kiss and Tell

Harlequin Intrigue

Royal Wedding; 2

Julia London
Handsome, rouge Prince Leopold can’t quite
remember who Caroline is and the insult is not to
be tolerated. Now Leo needs Lady Caroline’s help.

Badlands Beware Nicole Helm
Chain of Custody
Carol Ericson
A Desperate Search Amanda Stevens
Double Action Deputy B.J. Daniels
Running out of Time Cindi Myers
Witness on the Run Cassie Miles

1 The Princess Plan; 3 Princess by Christmas
Romance historical

Secrets from a Happy Marriage

Harlequin Presents

A Novel

Maisey Yates
The women of the Lighthouse Inn B&B might not
have it all together, but this summer, they'll
discover that together, they might still have it all.

A Baby to Bind His Innocent Michelle Smart
Claiming His Bollywood Cinderella Tara Pammi
Claiming His Unknown Son Kim Lawrence
A Forbidden Night with the Housekeeper Heidi Rice

Romance domestic

Her Wedding Night Negotiation Chantelle Shaw
Hired by the Impossible Greek Clare Connelly
The Italian in Need of an Heir Lynne Graham
Revelations of His Runaway Bride Kali Anthony
Royal Pregnancy Test Heidi Rice
Vows to Save His Crown Kate Hewitt

Secrets of My Heart
Willamette Brides; 1

Tracie Peterson
In 1879, reunited with childhood friend and lawyer
Seth Carpenter, recently widowed Nancy Pritchard
must search through the pieces of her loveless
marriage for the truth behind her husband's death.

Harlequin Romantic Suspense

2 Way of Love; 3 Forever by Your Side
Romance historical, religious

Agent's Mountain Rescue Jennifer Bokal
Colton 911 : Agent by Her Side
Debora Fletcher
Colton 911: Family Defender Tara Taylor Quinn
Colton 911 : In Hot Pursuit Geri Krotow
Colton Christmas Conspiracy Lisa Childs
Colton Storm Warning
Justine Davis
Cowboy's Targeted Bride Carla Cassidy
Exposing Colton Secrets
Marie Ferrarella
Guarding His Midnight Witness Anna J Stewart
In the Rancher’s Protection Beth Cornelison
Queen's Impossible Boss Natalie Anderson
Rescue from Darkness
Bonnie Vanak

Seeing Darkness

Krewe of Hunters; 30 of 35

Heather Graham
It was supposed to be a fun girls’ weekend in
Salem, but when a past-life regression session
instead sends a terrifying vision of murder to Kylie,
she’s shaken and doesn’t know what to think.
Ask for an author list.
Romance suspense, ghost

Sisters and Secrets

Jennifer Ryan
As the Silva Sisters secrets are revealed, each
realizes that there is more to their family than
meets the eyes...and forgiveness may be the only
way to move forward and reclaim true happiness.

Harlequin Special Edition
Cowboy's Comeback
Melissa Senate
Cowboy's Promise Teresa Southwick
His Christmas Cinderella Christy Jeffries
In Search of the Long-lost Maverick Christine Rimmer
Lawfully Unwed Allison Leigh
Maverick's Baby Arrangement Kathy Douglass
Promise to Keep Allison Leigh
Something about the Season Allison Leigh
Tempted by the Boss Jules Bennett

Romance domestic
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Love Inspired Romance List

Someone to Romance
Westcott; 8

Mary Balogh
Lady Jessica Archer no longer believes she will find
true love. When she meets the mysterious Gabriel
Thorne, she is drawn to his cause.
Ask for a series list.

Romance historical / regency

Somerset Girls

Lori Foster
Autumn is the reliable sister. Ember is the free
spirit. They work hand in hand to run the animal
rescue property their grandparents created.
Romance domestic

Something to Talk About

Meryl Wilsner
The scandal threatens Emma's promotion and Jo's
new movie. It starts to affect all areas of their lives.
They begin to realize the rumor might not be so off
base after all.
Romance LGBTQI+

Please feel free to cut this list out to send in.
2021 # 1
Titles Are Available Through April 2023

Name ____________________________________
Address __________________________________
City____________________ Zip Code _________
Card # ___________________________________
How many books would you like to receive with
your order? ___
We will no longer be able to place HOLDS on these
books. Please put a check mark by the titles you are
most interested in reading. We will substitute if those
titles are not available. Each time we will check again
for the ones you have marked. If you do not want to
read a title, or a category, please cross it out.

Summer at Lake Haven

Inspirational Romantic Suspense

Haven Point; 11 (A Clean & Wholesome Romance)

RaeAnne Thayne
Samantha falls for a handsome British widower
with two young children, but his obligations in
England and a secret he has kept from her may put
their relationship in jeopardy.
1 Snow Angel Cove; 2 Redemption Bay; 3 Evergreen
Springs; 4 Riverbend Road; 5 Snowfall on Haven Point;
6 Serenity Harbor; 7 Sugar Pine Trail; 8 Cottages on
Silver Beach; 9 Season of Wonder; 10 Coming Home
for Christmas
Romance

Summer Deal
Wildstone; 5

Jill Shalvis
Brynn heads back home for a fresh start. Kinsey has
her own battles and secrets. Eli, Kinsey's best
friend and Brynn's childhood crush, is funny and
sexy and has a proposition for Brynn.
1 Lost and Found Sisters; 2 Rainy Day Friends; 3 Lemon
Sisters; 4 Almost Just Friends; 5 Summer Deal; 6
Forever Girl; 7 Love for Beginners
Romance

Alaskan Showdown Sarah Varland
Amish Sanctuary Katy Lee
Cave of Secrets Shannon Redmon
Christmas Witness Conspiracy Maggie Black
Cold Case Pursuit Dana Mentink
Covert Cover-up Elizabeth Goddard
Deadly Connection Lenora Worth
Everglades Escape Kathleen Tailer
Explosive Situation Terri Reed
Following the Evidence Lynn Shannon
Forgotten Secrets Karen Kirst
Fugitive Chase Jenna Night
Guarded by the Soldier Laura Scott
Hunted by the Mob Elisabeth Rees
Justice Undercover Connie Queen
Rocky Mountain Revenge Rhonda Starnes
Secrets Resurfaced Dana Mentink
Scene of the Crime Sharon Dunn
Stolen Child Jane M. Choate
Texas Holiday Hideout Virginia Vaughan
Texas Twin Abduction Virginia Vaughan
Wilderness Sabotage Heather Woodhaven
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Summer Set

Inspirational Romance

Aimee Agresti
Charlie was once Hollywood’s hottest A-lister.
Now, she’s pushing forty, exiled and back at the
summer Shakespeare theater in the Berkshires. She
must fight for the second chance she deserves in
career and in love.

Amish Holiday Family Jo Ann Brown
An Amish Mother’s Secret Past Jo Ann Brown
Amish Christmas Secret Vannetta Chapman
Amish Newcomer Patrice Lewis
Amish Widow's Christmas Hope Carrie Lighte
The Black Sheep’s Salvation Deb Kastner
Building a Family Jennifer Slattery
Child on His Doorstep Lee Tobin McClain
Cowboy's Christmas Blessings Jill Kemerer
Cowboy's Christmas Carol Brenda Harlen

Romance

Switch

Beth O'Leary
Leena is too young to feel stuck. At 79, Eileen is too
old to start over. So Leena proposes a two-month
swap. Eileen can live in London and look for love
and Leena will look after everything in Yorkshire.

The Cowboy’s Missing Memory Shannon T. Vannatter

The Cowboy’s Sacrifice Danica Favorite
Falling for the Innkeeper Meghann Whistler
A Father’s Promise Mindy Obenhaus
Finding Her Christmas Family Ruth Logan Herne
Haven for Christmas Patricia Davids
Her Amish Suitor’s Secret Carrie Lighte
His Daughter’s Prayer Danielle Thorne
His True Purpose Danica Favorite
Home for Her Daughter Jill Weatherholt
Lost Little Amish Boy Hannah Schrock
Love Redeemed Lisa Jordan
A Mother’s Homecoming Lisa Carter
The Nanny’s Amish Family Patricia Johns
Only Way
Ruth Hartzler
Raising Honor Jill Lynn
Ready to Trust Tina Radcliffe
Rose of Lancaster County Murray Pura
Seeking Refuge Lenora Worth
Starting Over in Texas Jessica Keller
Their Christmas Prayer Myra Johnson
Trusting Her Heart Debby Mayne
Unexpected Christmas Joy Gabrielle Meyer
With All Her Heart Kat Brookes

Romance humorous

Take a Hint Dani Brown

Talia Hibbert
Danika knows what she wants: professional
success, academic renown, and an occasional roll in
the hay to relieve all that career-driven tension.
But romance? Been there, done that...
Romance erotic, LGBTQI+

Texas Forever

Tylers of Texas; 6

Janet Dailey
From the moment Luke sets eyes on Erin, he can
think of nothing, but she’s his boss's daughter. Erin
is expected to do the right thing, but there's
something about Luke that calls to her soul.
1 Texas True; 2 Texas Tough; 3 Texas Tall; 4 Texas
Fierce; 5 Texas Free
Romance western

This Earl of Mine

Bow Street Bachelors; 1

K. C. Bateman
In a bid to keep her fortune, heiress Georgiana
Caversteed marries a condemned criminal in
Newgate prison. The kiss is shockingly heated, but
Georgie never expects to see her husband again.

For additional inspirational titles,
please request a copy of our
Inspirational Catalog.

2 To Catch an Earl 3 The Princess and the Rogue
Romance historical

Waiting on a Cowboy

Jennifer Ryan
Liz had made the decision: stop carrying a torch for
Tate. But when Liz is in danger, he steps up to help.
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Ask for an Author list.
Romance western, thriller

Science Fiction & Fantasy

What the Wind Knows

Amy Harmon
Anne grew up with her grandfather's stories of
Ireland. At his death, she travels to Ireland,
overcome with memories, she is pulled into
another time.

Alice

Chronicles of Alice; 1

Christina Henry
In a warren of crumbling buildings and desperate
people, there is a woman. She doesn't remember
why she's in such a terrible place. Just a tea party,
and long ears, and blood. To find the truth, she will
have to track this beast to the very heart of the Old
City, where the rabbit waits for his Alice.

Romance science fiction, historical, time-travel

When a Rogue Meets His Match

Elizabeth Hoyt
Witty, vivacious Messalina Greycourt has her pick
of suitors, so when her uncle demands she marry
Mr. Hawthorne, she is appalled. Then Gideon offers
her a devil's bargain of his own.
Romance historical

Inspired by the works of Lewis Carroll.
2 Red Queen; 3 Looking Glass
Fantasy

Wilde in Love

Ashes of the Sun

Eloisa James
Lord Alaric Wilde, is revered for his dangerous
adventures and rakish good looks. He encounters
the very private, very witty, Miss Willa Ffynche.

Django Wexler
Gyre hasn't seen his sister since their parents sold
her to the mysterious Twilight Order. Now, chasing
rumors of a fabled city and a powerful artifact,
Gyre comes face-to-face with his lost sister.

Wildes of Lindow Castle; 1

Burning Blade & Silver Eye trilogy; 1

2 Too Wilde to Wed; 3 Born to Be Wilde; 4 Say No to
the Duke; 5 Say Yes to the Duke; 6 Wilde Child
Romance historical

Fantasy epic series

In the Region of the Summer Stars

Wildflower Ridge

Stephen R Lawhead
After being cast out of his tribe, Conor, the firstborn son of the Celtic king, embarks on a quest to
prove his innocence, What he discovers could
change Eirlandia forever.

Natural Born Lawman / The Unclaimed Baby

Sherryl Woods
NATURAL BORN LAWMAN -- Deputy Justin Adams
meets a single mother when she tries to steal some
medicine for her sick son. THE UNCLAIMED BABY -Sharon Adams and Cord Branson dream of a family
while caring for an abandoned baby.

Includes preview of In the Land of the Everliving.

Fantasy

Romance western

Nosferatu Conspiracy

You Lucky Dog

Brian James Gage
Set in Saint Petersburg, Russia, this is an suspensefilled alternative retelling of Rasputin's diabolical
influence over the Romanov Dynasty.

Book one: The Sleepwalker

Lucky Dog 1

Julia London
An accidental dog swap unleashes an love match.
When Max finds a depressed male dog in place of
his cheerful Hazel, he is bewildered, but when cute,
fiery Carly arrives on his doorstep, he is intrigued.

Fantasy paranormal, vampires, alternate history

Out of Time

Abigail Dodds
One morning, fourteen year old Keira found herself
pulled into a place where everyone has the ability
to time travel. The authorities learned that her era
was 200,000 years in the future.

Romance humor

Fantasy time travel
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Queen of the Unwanted

Eleventh Gate

Jenna Glass
Alys is the queen, but she cares little for politics in
the wake of a tragedy. In a distant realm, Ellin
struggles to maintain control. Everything they have
struggled to achieve may be at risk.

Science fiction war, space travel

Nancy Kress
When war accidentally happens, everyone seeks
ways to exploit it for gain. The unexpected key to
either victory or peace lies with two persons
uninterested in conquest, profits, or power.

Women's War; 2

1 The Women's War
Fantasy epic, magic, feminist, science

Four Profound Weaves

R B Lemberg
Uiziya now seeks her aunt in order to learn the final
weave. A nameless man must choose between the
life he dreamed of and Uiziya. Uiziya must discover
how to challenge a tyrant, and weave from deaths.

Song of the Risen God
Tale of the Coven; 3

R. A. Salvatore
The once forgotten Xoconai empire has declared
war upon the humans. But, not all hope is lost. Far
away, an ancient tomb is uncovered.

Science fiction fantasy

Go Nitro: Rise of the Blades

1 Child of a Mad God; 2 Reckoning of the Fallen Gods
Fantasy paranormal

Go Nitro; 1

Jeremy Dooley
A gang of thieves and murderers have begun their
assault. A scientist initiates Project Nitro. Five
individuals are transformed into super-powered
biohumans, each one unique.

Automatic Reload

Ferrett Steinmetz
Former drone operator, now more machine than
man, is obsessed with preventing casualties on his
oft-violent missions. He struggles to rescue Sylvia.
Science fiction

2 Go Nitro: To Stand Divided
Science fiction

City Among the Stars

Wanderers

Science fiction extraterrestrial beings, romance,
humor, action/adventure

Science fiction apocalyptic, dystopian, thriller

Francis Carsac
Tankar Holroy, Lieutenant in the Stellar Guard of
earth’s Empire, floats in space after his ship is
sabotaged. He is rescued by an enormous,
unknown spaceship.

Chuck Wendig
Shana wakes to discover her little sister in the grip
of a strange malady. She appears to be
sleepwalking, and she is heading with inexorable
determination to a specific destination.

Deal with the Devil

Mercenary Librarians; 1

Betrayed Wife

Kit Rocha
The US went belly up 45 years ago when the power
grid was wiped out. Nina is an information broker
with a mission: to bring hope to the darkest
corners of Atlanta. If they live that long.

Thriller

Family Secrets; 1

Kevin O'Brien
Sheila O'Rourke has always known her husband
isn't perfect. Sheila wants to trust Dylan. She wants
to feel safe in her own home, but no one can hurt
you more easily than the ones closest to you.

Science fiction

Door on Half-Bald Hill

2 Bad Sister

Helena Sorensen
While the Druid of Blackthorn searches desperately
for hope, the Ovate returns from the underworld
bringing omens of despair. Idris, the Keeper of the
Sacred Word, will walk through fire for answers.

Book of Bones

Thriller detective / mystery

John Connolly
In northeast England, the body of a woman is
discovered. In the south, a girl lies buried. To the
southeast, ruins hide a human skull. Each is a
sacrifice, a summons.
Thriller

Science fiction Christian, fantasy
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Burglar

Dark Sacred Night

Thomas Perry
Elle is a young woman with an unconventional
profession: burglary. After stumbling upon a grisly
triple homicide, Elle finds that she is not the only
one sneaking around.
Thriller

Michael Connelly
Detective Renée Ballard is working the night beat
and returns to Hollywood Station in the early hours
to find a Harry Bosch rifling through old file
cabinets. The two detectives forge a fragile trust.

A Novel

Ballard and Bosch; 1 / Harry Bosch; 21

Thriller detective / mystery

Cajun justice

Daughter of War

James Patterson
Cain is an ex-Secret Service agent from New
Orleans. With help from his sister, he takes a job in
Tokyo as head of security detail for an important
CEO. Cain ends up unraveling a sex slavery ring.

Pike Logan; 13

Brad Taylor
Hot on the trail of a North Korean looking to sell
sensitive US intelligence to the Syrian regime, Pike
Logan and the Taskforce stumble upon the sale of a
lethal substance called Red Mercury.

Thriller

Choice

12 Operator Down
Thriller action / adventure, military

Gillian McAllister
One night Joanna hears footsteps on the way
home. Is she being followed? Now Joanna has to
do the thing she hates most - make a decision.
Published in UK in 2018 as Anything You Do Say.

East Coast Girls

Kerry Kletter
Childhood friends share a bond that feels more like
family. They spent summers together in Montauk
Then, the summer after graduation, one terrible
night changed everything.
Includes reader's guide.

Thriller

Cold Heart Creek
Josie Quinn; 7

Lisa L. Regan
The young couple are laid out beside the small
tent, their hands clasped between them, their eyes
open, their hearts cold. Josie suspects this is more
than just accidental poisoning.

Thriller

End Game

Will Robie; 5

David Baldacci
Two of the government's most lethal assassins
scour rural Colorado to find their missing handler-and discover an insidious and lethal threat along
the way.

8 Find Her Alive; 9 Save Her Soul (Ask for a Series List)
Thriller

Cornwalls Vanish

James Patterson
An Army intelligence officer, must use lethal tactics
when a mysterious adversary kidnaps her family
and gives her forty-eight hours to commit an
unspeakable crime.
Previously published as: The Cornwalls Are Gone.

1 The Innocent; 2 The Hit; 3 The Target; 4 The Guilty;
Thriller supense, spy

Every Now and Then

Lesley Kagen
The summer of 1960 was the hottest ever for
Summit, Wisconsin. For three eleven-year-old best
friends, it would forever be remembered as the
summer that evil paid a visit to their small town.

Thriller detective / mystery

Dark August

Katie Tallo
Augusta Monet discovers the cold-case files of her
late detective mother and uncovers secrets which
may reveal the truth about her mother's tragic
death.

Thriller

Thriller detective / mystery
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Final Option

justice for the murder of her brother. Deputy
Woods is ready to offer Harriet a deal.

Oregon Files; 14

Clive Cussler
When the CIA realizes the identities of three
American spies in Brazil have been compromised,
they turn to Juan Cabrillo and the crew of the
Oregon to rescue the agents.

1 Never, Never, 2 Fifty, Fifty, 3 Liar, Liar
Thriller detective / mystery

Improbable Spy

David Paul Collins
Jack Devlin barely escapes the revolution of Iran in
1979. He’s determined to return for his girlfriend
so he agrees to steal her arms-dealing father's
client ledger.

1 Golden Buddha; 2 Sacred Stone; 3 Dark Watch; 4
Skeleton Coast; 5 Plague Ship; 6 Corsair; 7 The Silent
Sea; 8 The Jungle; 9 Mirage; 10 Piranha; 11 The
Emperor's Revenge; 12 Typhoon Fury; 13 Shadow
Tyrants
Thriller Action / Adventure, spy

Thriller political, supense,

Killing Spree

Glorious Boy

Kevin O'Brien
The first victim is attacked in a taxi. The next is
found strangled. A hitchhiker is left by the side of
the road. Only Seattle writer Gillian McBride sees
the disturbing connections between the murders.

Aimee Liu
It's 1942. The Japanese have invaded Burma. Claire
Durant and her husband, a civil surgeon, must
evacuate with their mute four-year-old. The
morning of the evacuation, he disappears.

Thriller detective / mystery

Thriller

Lapse

Golden in Death

Sarah Thornton
A former corporate lawyer is passing the time by
coaching a country-league footy club and trying to
forget the past. When her star player quits on the
eve of the finals, something doesn't stack up.

In Death; 50

J D Robb
Pediatrician Kent Abner received a package
containing highly toxic airborne gas. Then someone
else dies in the same grisly manner.

Thriller

Ask for a Series List
Thriller

Last Girl Standing

Lisa Jackson, Nancy Bush
They were an elite clique known as the Five Firsts:
Amanda, Bailey, Carmen, Delta and Zora They
could have accepted their classmate, Emmy, as "E",
they rejected her and chose wealthy Zora instead.

Guardians

John Grisham
In a small north Florida town, a young lawyer was
shot dead at his desk as he worked late one night.
The killer left no clues behind. There were no
witnesses, no real suspects, no one with a motive.

Thriller

Last High

Thriller legal, suspense

Daniel Kalla
Dr. Julie Rees is stunned when the ER she works at
is flooded with teenagers suffering from lifethreatening drug overdoses. She realizes that
something extremely disturbing is happening.

Hide Your Fear

Kevin O'Brien
Single mother Caitlin Stoller begins receiving
unsettling messages hinting at her new home's
dark past, that escalate into terrifying events
orchestrated by a killer.

Thriller medical

Last Wife

Thriller psychological

Karen J. Hamilton
They were best friends--until Nina was diagnosed
with a terminal illness. Before she died, Nina asked
Marie to fulfill her final wishes. Her mistake was in
thinking Marie was someone she could trust.

Hush

Detective Harriet Blue; 4

James Patterson
Top cop. Devoted sister. Now Inmate 3329. But
prison bars won't stop Harriet Blue from seeking

Includes discussion questions.
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Thriller suspense

One Last Scream

Midwife Murders

Kevin O'Brien
Twelve women have vanished without a trace. A
troubled woman who suffers from blackouts holds
the key to solving a new series of murders when
she becomes part of a serial killer's deadly game.

James Patterson
To Senior Midwife Lucy Ryuan, pregnancy is not an
unusual condition, it's her life's work. But when
two kidnappings happen on her watch, the feisty
single mom teams up with a skeptical detective.

Thriller suspense

Thriller medical, detective, mystery

Only Son

Minute to Midnight

Kevin O'Brien
Carl Jorgenson seems an exemplary single father.
His son, Sam, is bright, considerate, and devoted to
his dad. Only Carl knows about Sam's real identity
and about his own unthinkable crime.

Atlee Pine; 2

David Baldacci
Atlee Pine has spent most of her life trying to find
out what happened when her six-year-old twin
sister, Mercy, was taken and she was left for dead.
Does a serial killer really have the answer?

Thriller domestic

1 Long Road to Mercy; 3 Daylight (June 2021)
Thriller detective, thriller

Patriot Lies

Never Look Back

Scott Blade
Jack Widow learns about a homeless vet found
burned alive on a park bench. No one's expected to
attend the vet's wake or funeral. At the service,
he's not alone. A lawyer shows up.

Jack Widow; 14

Mary Burton
Agent Melina Shepard of the Tennessee Bureau of
Investigation decides to go undercover as a
prostitute. With the help of lone wolf FBI agent
Jerrod Ramsey, she must catch two serial killers.

Ask for a Series List
Thriller detective, action / adventure, mystery

Thriller detective, mystery

Reckoning

New Girl

John Grisham
Pete Banning was a returning war hero, the
patriarch of a prominent family, a farmer, a
neighbor, and a faithful member of the church.
Then one morning in 1946, he walked into the
church, and calmly shot and killed the Reverend.

Gabriel Allon; 19 of 21

Daniel Silva
At an exclusive private school in Switzerland, the
beautiful and mysterious girl, who arrives each
morning and leaves each afternoon in a heavily
protected motorcade, is brutally kidnapped.
Ask for a Series List

Thriller detective, suspense, mystery legal, historical

Thriller suspense

Redemption

No One Needs to Know

Amos Decker; 5

Kevin O'Brien
After killing a stalker who broke into her home,
young widow Laurie Trotter takes her baby son and
moves. The dead man's brother is bent on revenge.

David Baldacci
Hawkins is a convicted murderer, but he's
innocent, he claims. Now suffering from terminal
cancer, his dying wish is that Decker clear his name.

Thriller detective, mystery

1 Memory Man; 2 Last Mile; 3 The Fix; 4 The Fallen;
Thriller detective, mystery

Old Bones

Douglas Preston
A young but successful curator is approached by a
handsome historian to lead an expedition that puts
them both in mortal danger from a very real,
present-day threat leading to a horrifying end.

Robert B. Parker's the Bitterest Pill
Jesse Stone; 18

Reed Farrel Coleman
When a popular high school cheerleader dies of a
suspected heroin overdose, it becomes clear that
the opioid epidemic has spread to Paradise.

Thriller suspense
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Ask for a Series List
Thriller detective, mystery

Run Away

Terrified

Thriller suspense, mystery

Thriller suspense, detective, mystery

Harlan Coben
Your daughter’s not the girl you remember. She is
living on the edge, and clearly in trouble. You don't
stop to think. You beg her to come home. She runs.
You do the only thing a parent can do: you follow.

Kevin O'Brien
Megan has built a new life for herself and her son,
Josh. Then a masked man breaks into their home
and abducts Josh... To save her son, Megan must
put herself at the mercy of a maniac.

They Won't Be Hurt

Shamed

Kevin O'Brien
Laura Gretchell is on edge. Her husband is out of
town on business, Laura tries to tell herself there's
no reason to fear. Then the door handle rattles,
and the real terror begins.

Kate Burkholder; 11

Linda Castillo
An Amish woman is murdered on an abandoned
farm, her seven year old granddaughter abducted.
The investigation takes Kate to an isolated Old
Order Amish settlement.
Ask for a series list.

Thriller psychological

Thriller detective, mystery

Threads

Something She's Not Telling Us

A Depression Era Tale

Charlotte Whitney
It's a hardscrabble life for sisters growing up on a
Michigan farm in the throes of the Great
Depression. Then young Nellie discovers the tiny
blue-black hand of a dead baby.

Darcey Bell
As Rocco and Ruth's relationship becomes more
serious, Ruth's apparent obsession with Rocco’s
niece, Daisy, grows more obvious. Then Daisy is
kidnapped.

Thriller historical, domestic, detective, suspense,
mystery

Thriller domestic

Sum of All Shadows

Tom Clancy's Op-Center. God of War

Eric Lustbader
For millennia, Lucifer has been biding his time. At
long last, he is ready to enact his ultimate revenge.
To combat the ultimate destroyer, Bravo and
Emma Shaw have recovered the lost Testament.

Jeff Rovin
The passengers and crew on an Airbus en route to
Australia suddenly begin coughing up blood and
hemorrhaging violently as the plane plunges to the
ground. There are no survivors. The world is facing
a devastating bio-terror event.

Thriller paranormal, suspense

Tell Me My Name

Ask for series list.
Thriller action / adventure

Erin Ruddy
When a friendly encounter leads to their violent
kidnapping after discovering the man's identity and
sacrificing her own safety to save Neil does Ellie
learn the truth.

Vicious

Kevin O'Brien
Susan's relaxing weekend getaway to a remote lake
house becomes anything but that when a
psychopath returns to the area.

Thriller

Tell Me You're Sorry

Thriller suspense

Kevin O'Brien
A family is wiped out after a burglary gone wrong.
An executive accused of embezzling kills himself
and his loved ones. A house fire claims the lives of
all its inhabitants. Separate incidents with two
common threads-a first wife who took her own life,
and a secret the victims took to their graves.

Wild Card

Stone Barrington; 49

Stuart Woods
With boundless resources and a thirst for
vengeance, this foe will not be deterred. Stone will
need to muster all his savvy and daring to defeat
this rival once and for all.

Thriller
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Ask for Author List
Thriller action / adventure, suspense

Wolf's Trail

Will to Die

An Ojibwe Story, Told by Wolves

A Murder Mystery in a Small Town

Thomas D. Peacock
The Wolf's Trail tells of Zhi-shay', an elder wolf, and
a litter of young wolves living somewhere on side
of a hill overlooking the river that flows through
the Nagahchiwanong in northern Minnesota.

Joe Pulizzi
Will is broke. His marriage is over. His business is
failing. Now his father and neighbors are turning up
dead. Sleepy Sandusky, Ohio is hiding a dark secret.
Thriller detective, mystery

MN Fiction, Native American Storytellling

You'll Miss Me When I'm Gone

Ten Tales of a Dark Tomorrow

Kevin O'Brien
Andrea Boyle moved to Seattle to give her
seventeen-year-old nephew, Spencer, a fresh start
after the death of his parents. But the worst is yet
to come once a dark secret from Spencer's past is
exposed.

Mysterious New Stories

Kevin A. Kuhn
A collection of speculative fiction inspired by the
original Twilight Zone series. These mysterious and
gripping narratives explore parallel worlds, faraway
planets, dystopian societies and unsettling reality.
MN Fiction Science Fiction, short stories

Thriller

Adoption of Charlie Keenan A Northern

Minnesota tale of love, power, and prohibition.

Minnesota Reads

Peggy Ann Vigoren
Cora Keenan is disowned by her father and
abandoned by her husband in Duluth, Minnesota.
She heads north to the Canadian border with her
three-year-old son Charlie.
Based on the true story of Charlie [Keenan]
Williams, spanning the years from 1907 to 1931.

Shelter

Margaret Hasse & Sharon DeMark
The word shelter invokes the importance of safety
and comfort. Here poet Margaret Hasse and artist
Sharon DeMark offer words and images of thirty
dwellings that can be entered through imagination.

MN non-fiction biography

Degrees of Freedom

MN Poetry, Illustrative Works

The Origins of Civil Rights in Minnesota, 1865-1912

U&I

Willliam D. Green
Minnesota in 1873, four years after the state had
approved black suffrage—a state where “freedom”
meant being unshackled from slavery but not social
restrictions, where “equality” meant access to the
ballot but not to a restaurant downtown.

A Love Letter in Illustrated Poetry

Michael Hall
u&i, an illustrative poem by New York Times
bestselling author Michael Hall, explores the raw
emotions of what it means to be in love for a
lifetime.

MN non-fiction history

MN Modern poetry, marriage

Minneapolis

What Falls Away is Always

An Urban Biography

Poems and Conversations

Weber
A biography of Minneapolis, the City of Lakes,
starting with Bdote, the narrative highlights stories
of immigrants, milling, the American Indian
Movement, the KKK, the university, business
innovators, the vibrant arts and music scene,
powerful sports teams, and more.

Richard Terrill
Minnesota Book Award-winning poet Richard
Terrill is back with a new collection of poetic
“conversations” with the work and wisdom of Walt
Whitman, Diane Arbus, Miles Davis, Groucho Marx.
MN American Poetry

MN non-fiction history
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No One Left Behind

Earth's Children Series

Debra Eckerman Pitton
Deb Pitton's personal account of a legendary study
abroad trip is filled with humor and honesty,
describing the rewards and challenges of traveling
with a group of college students.

Jean M Auel
First published in 1980. A girl named Ayla lives in
the harsh and beautiful Ice Age world, and
searches for a place to belong.

An Unexpected Educational Adventure at Machu Picchu

Books 1-6

1 Clan of the Cave Bears; 2 Valley of the Horses;3
Mammoth Hunters;4 Plains of Passage; 5 Shelters of
Stone; 6 The Land of Painted Caves
Old favorites epic, historical, romance

MN non-fiction Auto-biography, travel

Proximities Art, Education, Activism

Linda Brooks
An autobiographical presentation made at the
Women's Art Institute at St. Catherine University, it
will narrate Brooks' insightful work and chart the
passion she has articulated during a remarkable life
as a teacher, mentor, and community artist-leader.

Raisin in the Sun

Lorraine Hansberry
Originally published in 1958. A pioneering work by
an African-American playwright, the play was a
radically new representation of black life. "A play
that changed American theater forever."

MN non-fiction History, feminism, art

Old favorites Broadway Play,

Voices of Rondo

Oral Histories of Saint Paul's Historic Black Community

Sabella or, The Blood Stone

Kate Cavett
Real-life stories illuminate the northern urban Black
experience during the first half of the twentieth
century, through the memories and reflections of
residents of Saint Paul’s historic Rondo community.

Lee Tanith
First published in 1980. Sabella, a vampire who has
sworn off drinking human blood, must keep her
identity safe from a private investigator who is
determined to expose her for what she is.

MN non-fiction history, biography

Old favorites science fiction, paranormal, vampires

What are the Odds?

Greyhound

Mike Lindell
A memoir written by Mike Lindell describing his
entrepreneurial journey and how he overcame
additiction to build one of America's most
successful brands. Foreword by Dr. Ben Carson.

C. S. Forester
First published in 1955 as The Good Shepherd. The
mission is to protect a convoy of merchant ships
making their way to England. They will deliver
desperately needed supplies, if they can make it
past the German submarines in the perilous seas.

The Good Shepherd

From Crack Addict to CEO

MN non-fiction autobiography

Old favorites non-fiction sea stories, WWII, Book to
Movie

Old Favorites

Chronicles of Dune
Books 1-6

Request a

Frank Herbert
First published in 1965. Beginning with the
adventures of Paul Atreides, the son of a betrayed
duke given up for dead on a treacherous desert
planet and adopted by its fierce, nomadic people,
who help him unravel his most unexpected destiny.

Mail-A-Book
Cookbook Catalog

for a complete listing of
books on nutrition and cooking.

1 Dune; 2 Dune Messiah; 3 Children of Dune; 4 God
Emperor of Dune; 5 Heretics of Dune; 6 Chapterhouse
Old favorites science fiction
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Western List

Non-Fiction

Please feel free to cut this list out to send in.
2021 # 1
Titles Are Available Through April 2023

Cookbooks

Betty Crocker Bisquick

Name ____________________________________

Betty Crocker
142 clever Bisquick recipes for quick and on-trend
meals, including favorites and gluten-free options.

Address __________________________________

Quick to the Table Easy Recipes for Food You Want to Eat.

Cookbook food mixes, quick and easy, gluten free

Big Book of Cidermaking

Expert Techniques for Fermenting and Flavoring Your
Favorite Hard Cider

Christopher Shockey
Clear, step-by-step instructions, equip readers with
the skills they need to make the cider they want.
Cookbook fermentation

Copycat Cooking

100 + Popular Restaurant Meals You Can Make at Home

Six Sisters' Stuff
Enjoy quick-and-easy homemade versions of your
favorite recipes from popular restaurants.
Appetizers, side dishes, main dishes, and drinks.
Cookbook American

Taste of Home Make It, Take It
Volume 1

Taste of Home Books
From bake sales and baby showers to brunches and
holiday buffets, these easy recipes satisfy any
crowd!
Cookbook one-dish meals

Taste of Home Make It, Take It
Volume 2

Taste of Home Books
With 365 irresistible dishes that hit the road with
ease, you will find delicious ideas for any event that
calls for a crowd-pleasing specialty.
Cookbook one-dish meals

Taste of Home Mediterranean Made Easy

321 Light & Lively Recipes for Eating Well Every Day

Common ingredients, familiar cooking methods
and step-by-step instructions add fast new flair to
your weeknight menus. Light and lively
Mediterranean cuisine. 325 recipes.

City____________________ Zip Code _________
Card # ___________________________________
How many books would you like to receive with your
order? ___
We will no longer be able to place HOLDS on these
books. Please put a check mark by the titles you are
most interested in reading. We will substitute if
those titles are not available. Each time we will
check again for the ones you have marked. If you do
not want to read a title, or a category, please cross it
out.
The Appalachian Cowboy Anthony E. Ponder
Battle Wounds That Never Heal! Peter A. Turner
Black Cobra Benjamin Molina
Dead Men Don't Lie Jackson Cain
Death in the Black Patch
Bruce Wilson
The Derringer J.V. James
Durango Sky J. Allen Wolfrum
First Herd to Abilene Preston Lewis
Fyre J.V. James
Johnny and the Kid R. Lawson Gamble
The Manger E.L. Pimental
Massacre at Whip Station Dusty Richards
Montana Territory Charles West
Moonlight and Mountains B. N. Rundell
No Place That Far Bruce Wilson
O’Rourkes Revenge L.J. Martin
A Ride for Revenge Malcolm Hotzman
Roaring Crow K.L. Byles
The Rocking R Ranch Tim Washburn
Scarecrows of Golden Prairie Jason Crager
Wolf Town J.V. James

Cookbook Mediterranean cuisine
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Gunsmith

J.R. Roberts

Tasting Georgia

A Food and Wine Journey in the Caucasus

#444 Deadly Trouble
#445 The Curse of the Gold City
#446 Deadville
#447 Boots and Saddles
#448 The Fantastic Mr. Verne
#449 The Girl Nobody Knew
#450 The Ambush of Belle Starr
#451 The Last Way West
#452 Portrait of a Gunsmith
#453 Deadly Heirloom
#454 Into the Fire
#455 Brotherly Love
#456 The Daughter of Jean Lafitte
#457 The Guns of St. Augustine

Carla Capalbo
Nestled between the Caucasus Mountains and the
Black Sea, Georgia has colorful, delicious food.
Vegetables blended with walnuts and vibrant
herbs, subtly spiced meat stews and pies.
Cookbook international culture

Ultimate Instant Pot Cookbook

Foolproof, Quick & Easy 800 Instant Pot Recipes for
Beginners and Advanced Users

Simon Rush
All-on-one Instant Pot recipes, for any occasion,
any guest, any budget! Master your Instant Pot!

Cookbook quick/easy, smart, electric, pressure cooking

Ralph Compton Westerns

General Non-Fiction

The Badlands Trail John Shirley
Big Jake’s Last Drive Robert J. Randisi
Blood of the Hunters Jeff Rovin
Broken Rider John Shirley
Drive for Independence Lyle Brandt
Lost Banshee Mine Jackson Lowry
Never Bet Against the Bullet Jackson Lowry
Prairie Fire, Kansas John Shirley
Reunion in Hell Carlton Stowers
Ride for Justice Robert J. Randisi
The Wolves of Seven Pines E.L. Ripley
Tin Star Jackson Lowry

Action Park

Fast Times, Wild Rides, and the Untold Story of
America's Most Dangerous Amusement Park.

Andy Mulvihill
The outlandish, hilarious, terrifying, and almost
impossible-to-believe story of the legendary,
dangerous amusement park.
Non-fiction history, memoir

Becoming Dr. Seuss

Theodor Geisel and the Making of an
American Imagination

Brian Jay Jones
The definitive, fascinating, all-reaching biography
of Dr. Seuss. His whimsical illustrations and silly,
simple rhymes are timeless favorites. Theodor
Geisel, however, led a life that goes much deeper.

William W. Johnstone / J.A. Johnstone
Buzzard's Bluff
Die with the Outlaws
Firestick
A Good Day for a Massacre
MacCallister Christmas
Pray for Death North of Laramie
Rising Fire
The Scavengers
Shadow of a Dead Man
Shotgun Johnny
They Came to Kill

Non-fiction biography

Chase Darkness With Me

How One True-Crime Writer Started Solving Murders

Billy Jensen
Gripping, complex, unforgettable, an examination
of the evil forces that walk among us, illustrating a
novel way to catch those killers, and a true-crime
narrative unlike any you've read before.
Includes reading group guide.
Non-fiction murder investigation
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Deadliest Enemy

celebration of our favorite teams and a reminder
that those who have experienced the worst learn
to truly cherish the best.

Our War Against Killer Germs

Michael T. Osterholm
Infectious disease has the terrifying power to
disrupt everyday life on a global scale,
overwhelming public and private resources and
bringing trade and transportation to a halt.

Non-fiction sports history

In the Shadow of the Valley
A Memoir

Bobi Conn
Bobi Conn was raised in a remote Kentucky holler
in 1980s Appalachia. This memoir presents her
account of survival despite being born poor,
female, and cloistered in the Appalachian region.

Non-fiction popular, science

Distant Skies

An American Journey on Horseback

Melissa A. Priblo
Melissa Chapman was 23 years old, when on the
first of May in 1982, she said good-bye to all of it.
Carrying a puppy named Gypsy, she climbed
aboard a horse and rode away from everything,
heading west.

Non-fiction autobiography

Journalist Life and Loss in America's Secret
War

Jerry Rose
Jerry Rose, a young journalist and photographer in
Vietnam, exposed the secret beginnings of
America’s Vietnam War in the early 1960s. Putting
his life in danger.

Non-fiction biography

Elements of Horse Spirit

The Magical Bond Between Humans and Horses

Debra DeAngelo
Explore the history, myths and magic of humanity's
oldest spiritual ally. Discover activities, rituals, and
exercises that reveal how horses heal you, ground
you and challenge you to be better.

Non-fiction biography, war story

Lady Long Rider

Alone Across America on Horseback

Bernice Ende
Bernice Ende has logged more than 29,000 miles in
the saddle, crisscrossing North America on
horseback. Along the way, she discovered a sense
of community and love of place that unites people.

Non-fiction history, spiritual therapy

Everything Beautiful in Its Time
Seasons of Love and Lost

Jenna Bush Hager
Now the mother of three young children, Jenna
pays homage to her grandparents in this collection
of heartwarming, intimate personal essays. Filled
with love, laughter, and unforgettable stories.

Non-fiction travel writing, biography

Lincoln's Last Trial

The Murder Case that Propelled Him to the Presidency

Dan Abrams David Fisher
At the end of the summer of 1859, Peachy Quinn
Harrison went on trial for murder in Springfield,
Illinois. Abraham Lincoln was hired to defend him.

Non-fiction biography, large print

Family Camping

Non-fiction biography, trials, litigation

Everything You Need to Know for a Night Outdoors with
Loved Ones

Man Who Fed the World

Charlie Ess
A camping handbook for families featuring food
and drink recipes, family activities, nature hacks,
expert know-how, and more for the outdoor lover
looking for a memorable weekend with the family.

Nobel Peace Prize Laureate Norman Borlaug and His
Battle to End World Hunger : An Authorized Biography.

Leon F. Hesser
The story of the father of the 'Green Revolution,'
the dramatic improvement in agricultural
productivity that swept the globe in the 1960s.

Non-fiction family recreation

History of Heartbreak

Added Author: Jimmy Carter.

Non-fiction biography

100 Events That Tortured Minnesota Sports Fans

Dan Whenesota
A tribute to our spirit and unwavering loyalty. It is a
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Now What:

Unspeakable Acts

Brian Ursu
Without a solid understanding of your financial
future, you risk losing everything you’ve worked
for. Financial planning and sustainable wealth
management.

Sarah Weinman
A collection showcases true crime writing across
the broadest possible spectrum and reflects on
why crime stories are so transfixing and irresistible
to the modern reader.

A Practical Guide to Figuring Out Your Financial Future

True Tales of Crime, Murder, Deceit, and Obsession

Non-fiction finance, handbook

Non-fiction true crime

Ordinary Girls

White Fragility

Jaquira Diaz
An unflinching account of growing up as a queer
biracial girl searching for home as her family splits
apart. Every page vibrates with music and lyricism.

Robin J. DiAngelo
Referring to the defensive moves that white people
make when challenged racially, white fragility is
characterized by emotions and by behaviors
including argumentation and silence.

A Memoir

Why It's So Hard for White People to Talk About Racism

Non-fiction biography, substance abuse, mental
illness, LGBTQI+

Non-fiction race relations

Outpost

World Almanac

Jake Tapper
Details the stories of soldiers, shadowed by the
recklessness of their commanders. A war built on
constantly shifting sands. Also Available on DVD

Sarah Janssen
This edition celebrates its illustrious history while
keeping an eye on the future. This will answer all of
your trivia needs--from history and sports to
geography, pop culture, and much more.

The Most Heroic Battle of the Afghanistan War

And Book of Facts, 2021

Non-fiction Taliban, Afgan War, historical account

Non-fiction reference works, statistics,
curiositie/wonders

Seventy Years of Farm Tractors, 1930-2000
Brian J. Bell
Tracing the evolution of the farm tractor and
covering a total of 100 manufacturers, this
informative text gives a complete overview.

Non-fiction history, agricultural machinery, pictoral

Health & Parenting

Tell Me Your Names and I Will Testify

Carolyn Holbrook
Recipient of the 2010 Kay Sexton Award.
A collection of linked essays, Tell Me Your Names
follow Holbrook's transformation.

Good Sugar Bad Sugar

How to Power your Body and Brain with Healthy Energy

Christopher Vasey
A guide to replacing bad sugars in your diet with
good sugars for physical, emotional, and mental
healing and more energy.

Non-fiction autobiography, African American women
authors, political/social views, essays

These Truths

Health

A History of the United States

Herbal Remedies for Beginners

Jill Lepore
Award-winning historian offers a magisterial
account of the origins and rise of a divided nation.
Telling the story of America, beginning in 1492.

Natural Ways to Treat Ailments

Sandra Kynes
Recipes for herbal remedies that anyone can use,
and can be made from ingredients commonly
stocked in your kitchen.

Non-fiction United States, history, civil rights, politics
and government

Health Herbs-therapeutic use
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How Babies Sleep The Gentle, Science-based

Womanly Art of Breastfeeding

Sofia Axelrod
Discover the best baby sleep method: gentle,
science-backed, and inspired by the latest Nobel
Prize-winning research-that shows you how to get
your baby to sleep through the night naturally.

Diane Wiessinger
Updated for today’s lifestyles. Working, stay-athome, single, and mothers of multiples will all
benefit from nursing advice, and information.

La Leche League, International

Method to Help Your Baby Sleep Through the Night

Health parenting

Health Infants - sleep

Fathering the Fatherless

Learned Hopefulness

Todd Johnson
A tale dealing with the growing epidemic of
fatherless homes, and the traumatic effects this
has on children, as well as how we can help.

The Power of Positivity to Overcome Depression

Daniel J. Tomasulo
Offers strengths-based practices grounded in
positive psychology to help readers break the cycle
of depression, improve resiliency and motivation,
and move past feelings of hopelessness.

Health / Parenting Christian family guide

Happiest Mommy You Know

Why Putting Yourself First is the Best Thing You Can Do

Health Positive psychology

Genevieve Shaw Brown
Reveals the deceptively simple golden rule for
maternal happiness and how today's busy moms
can live better, healthier lives.

My Milk Will Go, Our Love Will Grow
A Book for Weaning

Jessica Elder
Picture book written to help mothers talk to
Health parenting
toddlers about weaning.

Health / Parenting motherhood, well-being

Stand up to Sexting

Nursies When the Sun Shines

An Open Conversation for Parents and Tweens

Heather Boynton
The essential guidebook for parents and tweens to
having a relaxed conversation about the dangers of
sexting. Designed for ages 10-13.

Katherine Havener
Illustrations and a sweet, lulling verse help young
children understand the concept of night and day.
Health parenting, picture book

Health / Parenting

Spice Apothecary

Trauma-Responsive Strategies for Early
Childhood

Bevin Clare
Herbalism and nutrition to guide readers in a
return to the kitchen spice cabinet for better health
Health spices, therapeutic use
and healing.

Katie Statman-Weil
An overview of trauma and its impact on young
children, as well as specific strategies and
techniques that improve the quality of care.

Well, Girl

An Inside-out Journey to Wellness

Health / Parenting health

Jami Amerine
Sharing God’s overwhelming grace and patience in
a journey to wellness. Introduction to a heavenly
Father who adores you, right where you are.

Home & Hobby

Building Your Tiny House Dream

Health self-help, Christian life, faith development

Design and Build a Camper-Style Tiny House with Your
Own Hands

What God is Honored Here?

Writings on Miscarriage and Infant Loss by and for
Native Women and Women of Color

Chris Schapdick
Combining the "why" with the "how to," Building
Your Tiny House Dream will show you each step to
constructing your own custom camper!

Gibney
A collection of 22 expressions of loss, pain, and
recovery by women of color. Most essays are nonfiction, with two fiction pieces and three poems

Home handbook / manual

Health
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Divided Hearts

Repair Revolution

A Civil War Friendship Quilt, Historical Narratives, 12
Blocks, Instruction & Inspirations

How Fixers are Transforming Our Throwaway Culture

John Wackman
Repair Revolution chronicles the rise of repair
cafés: non-profit, volunteer organizations devoted
to repairing electronics and household items.

Barbara Brackman
Stories of women whose friendships spanned the
Mason-Dixon line during the Civil War, as well as 12
Civil War-era blocks for you to reproduce the quilts.

Home and hobby repairing, sustainability

Home history, patterns

Thread Painting a Garden Quilt

Fat Quarter Workshop

A Step-By-Step Guide to Creating a Realistic 6-block
Project

12 Skill-Building Quilt Patterns

Stephanie Soebbing
Principles of modern design; Essential tools;
Perfect piecing; The quilt sandwich; Binding the
quilt. Includes instructions for projects.

Joyce Hughes
Contains information on the supplies and
techniques needed for creating a thread-painted
Block of the Month quilt. Also includes step-by-step
instructions and templates.

Home & hobbie instructional and educational works

Horse Owner's Guide to Toxic Plants

Home and hobby machine quilting, machine
embroidery

Identifications, Symptoms, and Treatments

Sandra McQuinn
Information on more than 100 more common but
toxic plants that grow in backyards, pastures, and
on the range and trail. Also included is advice from
a veterinarian.
Home and hobby horses, poisonous plants

How to Write Songs on Guitar

A Guitar-Playing and Songwriting Course

Rikky Rooksby
This updated 20th-anniversary third edition of the
bestselling songwriting handbook shows you how
to write songs on the guitar.
Home and hobby music, composition, guitar study

LEGO Train Projects
7 Creative Models

Charles Pritchett
LEGO Train Projects shows you how to build seven
detailed train models to get your brick citizens
riding the rails in style. Featuring clear, full color,
step-by-step instructions, this book makes it easy
to build fun, realistic models that will delight train
lovers of all ages.
Home and hobby Handbooks and manuals

Neighbor Law

Fences, Trees, Boundaries & Noise

Emily Doskow
A guide to the laws behind common neighbor
disputes. Tips on how to solve problems and
restore good neighbor relations.
Home and hobby landownership, legal issues

Youth Reading Programs

Mail-A-Book offers two youth reading programs each
year. These are designed to encourage literature
engagement in people from birth to age 18. We hope
to enable families to develop lifelong learning skills by
looking at, listening to, and reading books of all types.
Please contact us if you would like to be added to our
invitation list.

Winter Reading Program

Created to boost the use of books for entertainment
during the long, cold, Northern Minnesota winter, the
program provides activities and incentives for reading
for pleasure. Every participant will earn a book or prize
for signing up.

January-March Every Year

Summer Reading Program

Designed to encourage learners to retain and enrich
reading skills throughout the summer months during
the school break, this program connects kids with
books and activities for educational and pleasurable
reading, listening, viewing and doing. There are
contests, challenges and prizes.

June-August Every Year

Although prizes vary by the year, each is selected to
be safe and age appropriate.
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Books for Youths
Early Readers
Board Books

How to Charm a Llama

Stuart Lynch
This llama themed touch and feel book is perfect
for young children. (With two way sequins).
Board book textured

Lets Play, Funny Flamingo!

Georgiana Deutsch
Join a whale, a sloth, flamingo, and a very busy
group of friends as they discover opposites!
Board book

My First Book of Colors
Bob Ross

Robb Pearlman
Introduces the thirteen colors used in the famous
artist's paintings.
Board book educational

My First STEAM Words Series

Chris Ferrie
Educational baby, toddler and early reader’s
science books featuring essential STEAM words.

Titles in this series include:
Mathematics; Science; Art; Engineering; Technology;
Nature; Space; Ocean; Construction; Animal
Board book educational

Princess Bride
A Counting Story

Billiam Robinson
Heroes, giants, wizards, true love. Celebrate the
beloved film with this charming board books.
Board book tie in to movie

Emergent Readers

Phonics Book Packs for Building Skills
Please feel free to cut this list out to send in.
Name____________________________________
Address___________________________________
City____________________ Zip Code _________
Card #_____________________________________
Mark the titles you are interested in receiving. We have
limited copies, but will place your name on the request
list as needed.
Would you like substitute books? ________________

BOB BOOKS
Written by Bobby Lynn Maslen and illustrated by John R.
Maslen, these are a series of children’s books designed to
teach reading skills acquisition. With a foundation in phonics
methods, each level addresses a single stage in a child’s
reading development.
Each set include 8-12 mini books, plus a teaching guide.

Reading Readiness
My First Bob Books’ Pre-Reading Skills
My First Bob Books’ Alphabet
Stage 1: Starting to Read
Set 1 Beginning Readers
First Stories
Rhyming Words
Stage 2: Emerging Reader
Advancing Beginners
Sight Words Kindergarten
Animal Stories
Sight Words First Grade
Stage 3: Developing Reader
Word Families
Complex Words
Long Vowels

Other Book Packs
LEGO CITY Phonics (10 books, 2 workbooks)
LEGO STARWARS Phonics (10 books, 2 workbooks)
Disney Princess World of Reading Level 1 (6 books)
Eric Carle Ready to Read Collection (6 books)
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Emergent & New Readers

Picture Books

Quick Picks

Adventures of Teddy and Tilda The Corona Bears
Renee Koroshec
A cheerful book for children to ease their anxiety
during this unsettling time in their lives.

STORYBOTS
Board Book
Trucks are Terrific
Ready-to-Read
Moon’s Time to Shine
Tyrannosaurus Rex
Velociraptors
Wheels on the Road

Picture Book MN, Local Interest, current events,
photographic

All Along the River

Magnus Weightman
Bunny Rabbit has lost her toy duck. So Bunny and
her brothers jump in their boat and head down the
river in search of Little Duck. Join them on their
journey from the mountaintop to the open sea.

JURASSIC WORLD
CAMP CRETACEOUS Lost in the Wild Level 3
CAMP CRETACEOUS Welcome to Camp Level 3
DANGER: DINOSAURS Level 3
FALLEN KINGDOM: Dinosaur Rescue Level 3

Picture Book action / adventure

Berenstain Bears Play a Good Game

LEGO Readers
LEGO CITY 3, 2, 1, Lift Off! Level 1
LEGO CITY Heroes to the Rescue Level 2
LEGO CITY Build This City!
LEGO CITY Coast Guard to the Rescue
LEGO CITY Deep-Sea Treasure Dive
LEGO CITY Fight This Fire!
LEGO CITY Mystery on the LEGO Express
LEGO Jurassic World Owen to the Rescue Level
LEGO Minifigure Mayhem Level 3
LEGO NINJAGO Masters of Spinjitzu
LEGO NINJAGO Way of the Ninja
LEGO STARWARS Free the Galaxy Level 2
LEGO STARWARS Secrets of the Dark Side Level 1

Mike Berenstain
When a fight breaks out, Missus Ursula reminds
everyone about fair play and sportsmanship.
Ask for a Series List
Picture Book social skills

Cowboy Camp

Tammi Sauer
Avery finds that he is uniquely qualified in the most
important cowboy quality.
Picture Book allergies

It's OK to be Different

Sharon Purtill
Every Child is Unique! Whether they are big or
small, short or tall, like to swim, dance, sing or bike.
Picture Book social skills, rhyming

Nibi Emosaawdang

Other Early Reading Books

The Water Walker

DC SUPER FRIENDS Flying High Level 1
Fox Versus Winter My First I Can Read
It’s Okay to be Different Sharon Purtill
Slowly, Slowly,” Said the Sloth Eric Carle
THE CROODS Here Come the Croods Level 2

Joanne Robertson
This is the story of a determined Ojibwe
Grandmother (Nokomis) Josephine Mandamin and
her great love for Nibi (Water).
"First Nation Communities Read"

Picture Book Indigenous peoples, traditional ecological
knowledge, local interest

For additional titles,
please request the
Children’s Book Catalog.

Nugget & Fang

Friends Forever or Snack Time?

Tammi Sauer
Everyone knows that minnows and sharks can't be
friends! Can Nugget and Fang be different?
Picture Book humorous
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Princess in Training

Zen Pig

Tammi Sauer
Viola is a skateboarding, karate-chopping, moatdiving princess, hoping to become the "darling of
her kingdom."

Books 1-6

Mark Brown
Full of wisdom that's paired with simple, beautiful
art perfect for children and adults alike.
1 The Art of Gratitude; 2 The Wonder We Are; 3 All
That is Needed; 4 Where You'll Find Love; 5 Here to
Do; 6 Feelings are Clouds
Picture Book Series philosophy, emotion

Picture Book humorous

There's a Monster in My Crib

Garrett Gee
There's something mysterious lurking in the nearby
crib. Despite all that insanity, it's always worth it
for our cute little monsters.

Middle Readers

Picture Book rhyme

Fiction

Wordy Birdy

Tammi Sauer
She loves to talk, but will she ever learn to listen?

Voices in the Mist
Illustrated Edition

Picture Book self-confidence, listening,

J.S. Ralph
Suzy was just an ordinary twelve-year-old girl when
she met an unusual and special creature called a
paxtey, a whole race of beings who live by the sea.

Wordy Birdy Meets Mr. Cougarpants

Tammi Sauer
When Wordy Birdy and her friends go on a
camping trip, they get an unexpected visit from Mr.
Cougarpants.

2 Revenge of the Ogystone
Middle Reader fantasy fiction, sea

Picture Book conversation

From Wild to Mild
A Dog in Two Worlds

Sunny Weber
Australian Shepherd pup, Kaya, is kidnapped by a
nasty coyote. The loving mother raises Kaya with
her own pups. Hard as she tries, Kaya can't fit in.

Child’s Educational Series

Ninja Life Hacks Emotions and Feelings

Middle Reader Fiction

Mary Nhin
Promotes growth, problem-solving, and selfconfidence.

Fiction Series

Angry Ninja,Positive Ninja,Earth Ninja,Inventor
Ninja,Grumpy Ninja,Helpful Ninja,Kind Ninja, Lazy
Ninja,Perfect Ninja, Money Ninja, Anxious Ninja, Gritty
Ninja, Dishonest Ninja, Shy Ninja,Unplugged Ninja,
Diversity Ninja
Picture Book Series conduct of life, social skills

Battle Royale Series

Virginia Loh-Hagan
The deadliest creatures are matched in a battle.

Bigfoot vs. Krampus; Kraken vs. Hydra; Medusa vs. Hel;
Witches vs. Genies
Middle Reader fantasy

Storytelling Math: Lia & Luis Who Has More?
Ana Crespo
Lia and Luís, are always competing; they want to
know which of them has more.

Bravelands Series
#5 Spirit-Eaters

Erin Hunter
An elephant torn between heart and herd. A
baboon chosen to lead. A lion bound to his oath.
Evil has come to Bravelands. Hope will drive it out.

Picture Book Series educational series

Storytelling Math: Animals Would Not Sleep
Sara Levine
Marco must put away his collection of stuffed
animal toys, and tries different ways of sorting.

1 Broken Pride; 2 Code of Honor; 3 Blood and Bone; 4
Shifting Shadows; 6 Oathkeeper
Middle Reader action / adventure, fantasy

Picture Book Series educational series
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Secret Explorers Series

Disney Before the Story Series

SJ King
This group of brilliant kids comes together from all
over the globe to fix problems, solve mysteries, and
gather knowledge. (For ages 7-9)

Kate Egan
An exciting, illustrated chapter book series that
features your favorite heroines on fun adventures.

1 Mulan's Secret Plan; 2 Elsa's Icy Rescue; 3 Anna Finds
a Friend; 4 Pocahontas Leads the Way; 5 Anita's Puppy
Tale
Middle Reader series

1 Secret explorers and the Lost Whales; 2 Secret
Explorers and the Comet Collision; 3 Secret explorers
and the Tomb Raiders; 4 Secret Explorers and the
Jurassic Rescue
Middle Reader action / adventure, detective / mystery,
time travel, history

Dragon Masters Series Books 1-14

Eight-year-old Drake is taken to the castle where
he is told that he has been chosen to be a Dragon
Master.

Unicorn Diaries Series 1-4

Rebecca Elliot
Meet Rainbow Tinseltail and the unicorns of
Sparklegrove Forest.

Ask for a Series List
Middle Reader fantasy series

Heidi Heckelbeck Series

1 Bo's Magical New Friend; 2 Bo and the Dragon-pup; 3
Bo the Brave; 4 The Goblin Princess
Middle Reader diary fiction, early chapter books

#29 Pool Party!

Wanda Coven
With the help of her team, friends, and a little
magic, Heidi brings her pool party idea to life.

Wings of Fire Series
#12 Hive Queen

Ask for a Series List
Middle Reader

Tui Sutherland
Cricket has to hide, terrified of being discovered.
She’s wanted for stealing the Book of Clearsight.

Layla and the Bots Series

Vicky Fang
Layla and the Bots are in an awesome rock band!
They also use problem-solving and creativity to
build cool inventions.

Ask for a Series List
Middle Reader fantasy, action / adventure

Graphic Novels

1 Happy Paws; 2 Built for Speed; 3 Cupcake Fix
Middle Reader STEAM

Bad Guys Series

Mr. Lemoncello’s Library Series

#14 Bad Guys in Dawn of the Underlord

Aaron Blabey

#1 Escape from Mr. Lemoncello's Library

Chris Grabenstein
Kyle and the other kids must catch every clue and
solve every puzzle to find the hidden escape route!

Bad Guys Books 1-14 (Request by Number)
Middle Reader Graphic Novel humorous

Big Nate Series

1 Escape from Mr. Lemoncello's Library; 2 Mr.
Lemoncello’s Library Olympics; 3 Mr. Lemoncello's
Great Library Race
Middle Reader puzzles / games

Lincoln Peirce
Back to Back Hits; Blow the Roof Off; Hug it Out;
Stays Classy; The Gerbil Ate My Homework
Ask for a Series List
Middle Graphic Novel humorous

Royal Ranger

#3 Duel at Araluen

Five Worlds Series

John Flanagan
Maddie, the fearless young apprentice, aided by
the Heron Brotherband, tries to rescue her mother.

#4 Amber Anthem

Mark Siegel
Oona Lee arrives determined to light the yellow
beacon and continue her quest to save the Five
Worlds from the evil Mimic's influence.

1 Royal Ranger; 2 The Red Fox Clan
(Sequel to Ranger's Apprentice)
Middle Reader fantasy series

1 Sand Warrior; 2 Cobalt Prince; 3 Red Maze
Middle Graphic Novel fantasy,series
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Non-Fiction

Garfield Series
#69 Easy as Pie

Jim Davis

Be a Virus Warrior!

Goosebumps Graphix

Eloise Macgregor
This illustrated guide to health and safety gives
children the tools they need to understand what's
happening in the world.

A Kid's Guide to Keeping Safe

Ask for a Series List
Middle Graphic Novel comics, humorous
Books 1-3

Sheila Keenan
Creepy creatures are growling, & stalking.

Middle Reader Non-Fiction science

Building LEGO brickheadz:
Heroes the Unofficial guide.

1 Creepy Creatures (Werewolf of Fever Swamp,
Scarecrow Walks at Midnight, Abominable Snowman
of Pasadena); 2 Terrors Trips ( One Day at Horrorland,
A Shocker on Shock Street, Deep Trouble); 3 Scary
Summer (Revenge of the Lawn Gnomes, Ghost Beach,
Camp Jellyjam Horror)
Middle Graphic Novel horror

Instructions to Build 10 Models! Vol. 1 & 2

Charles Pritchett
Detailed, full-color illustrations and step-by-step
instructions.
Middle Reader Non-Fiction activity books

Mister Invincible Local Hero

Everything You Need to Ace Math

Pascal Jousselin
Mister Invincible uses his ability to break the rules
of comic books to protect his hometown.

In One Big Fat Notebook the Complete Middle School
Study Guide

Ouida Newton
A workbook that examines and teaches
mathematics on a middle school level.

Middle Graphic Novel humorous, science fiction

Splatoon Series

Middle Reader Non-Fiction educational, study guide

Volumes 8 - 10

Sankichi Hinodeya
It's time for the Splatfest, a Turf War where teams
must split up and battle against one another!

My Name is Tani ...and I Believe in Miracles

Adewumi
At eight years old, Tani Adewumi, a refugee, won
the 2019 New York State Chess Championship after
playing the game for only a year--and while
homeless. (Young Readers Edition)

Volumes 1-10 (Request by Number)
Middle Graphic Novel humorous comics, video game

Wings of Fire: Graphic Novels Series

Middle Reader Non-Fiction biography, chess,
immigrants

Tui Sutherland
Together, they will choose freedom over fate, leave
the mountain, and fulfill their destiny.

Screaming Hairy Armadillo

1 The Dragonet Prophecy; 2 The Lost Heir; 3 The
Hidden Kingdom; 4 The Dark Secret
Middle Reader Graphic Novel fantasy, action /
adventure

And 76 Other Animals with Weird, Wild Names

Matthew Murrie
An illustrated compendium of animals with funny,
fascinating, or just-plain-weird names.

Yo-Kai Watch Series

Middle Reader Non-Fiction natural science

Volumes 13-16

Noriyuki Konishi, et.al.
Nate’s adventures continue as he and his friends
learn the reason for Tomnyan's arrival in the city.

Where We Run

A Dog Sledding Story

K. M. Allen
Passion runs within. Many people trek the trails of
life to discover their passion, while other creatures
are born with it.

Yo-kai Watch Volumes 1-16 (Request by Number)
Middle Reader Graphic Novel action / adventure,
fantasy, paranormal

Middle Reader Non-Fiction children's winter sports
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Non-Fiction Series

on a collision course that will determine the future
of their world.

Disgusting Critters Series

1 Finisher; 2 Keeper; 3 Width of the World
Young Adult Fantasy, action / adventure

Elise Gravel
She's good for the environment... and she's
disgusting! Contains factual information that will
both amuse and teach at the same time.

Gamer Army

The Toad

Trent Reedy
Even though he is only twelve, Rogan is an
obsessed gamer, has confidence in his abilities; he
is thrilled to receive an invitation to join a tech
giant's virtual reality TV gaming contest.

The Fly; The Spider; Head Lice; The Slug; The Worm
Middle Reader Non-Fiction environmental science,
series

Young Adult fiction action / adventure, fantasy

Epic Athletes: The Champions Collection

Hero of Numbani

Dan Wetzel
Set of sports biographies for young readers.

Overwatch

Nicky Drayden
In the technologically advanced African city of
Numbani, in the not-so-distant future, humans live
in harmony with humanoid robots.

Stephen Curry; Alex Morgan; Serena Williams;
Tom Brady
Middle Reader Non-fiction Series biographies

Young Adult fiction science fiction

History Smashers Series

Kate Messner
Myths! Lies! Secrets! Smash the stories behind
famous moments in history and expose the truth.

Magisterium Series

Joined by Fate: Intertwined Biographies Series

1 Iron Trail; 2 Copper Gauntlet; 3 Bronze Key; 4 Silver
Mask; The Golden Tower
Young Adult fiction fantasy, magic

Holly Black
In book 5, Callum begins his final year at the
Magisterium, he is estranged from most of his
friends and a furtive darkness haunts him.

Pearl Harbor; Mayflower; Women's Right to Vote
Middle Reader Non-Fiction Series history

Sheila Griffin Llanas
Learn about the intertwined lives of historical
figures both famous and infamous.

Parker Inheritance

Sacagawea, Lewis & Clark; Edison & Tesla; Lincoln &
Booth; Hamilton & Burr; Cortes & La Malinche;
Jefferson & Hemmings
Middle Reader non-fiction series biography, history,
discovery / exploration

Varian Johnson
The letter waits in a book, in a box, in an attic, in an
old house in Lambert, South Carolina. It's waiting
for Candice Miller. There is fortune that awaits the
person who solves the puzzle.

Trailblazers Series

Young Adult fiction mystery / detective

Various Authors
Bring history home and meet some of the world's
greatest game changers!

Poison Pen

An Original Novel, Riverdale; 5

Caleb Roehrig
The whole gang is getting ready for life after high
school, then they get letters from the Poison Pen.

Albert Einstein; Beyoncé; Harriet Tubman; J.K.
Rowling; Jackie Robinson; Jane Goodall; M L King Jr.
Middle Reader Non-Fiction Series biographies

Stars Below

Riverdale, The Day Before a prequel; 2 Get Out of
Town 3 The Maple Murders; 4 Death of a Cheerleader
Young Adult fiction tie in to TV series Riverdale

Young Adult

Wilder Girls

Rory Power
The Raxter School for Girls was put under
quarantine. Now, and left to fend for themselves,

Vega Jane; 4

David Baldacci
Vega Jane and her enemy, the sorcerer Necro, are
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Audio Books

Hetty learns that there's more to their story than
she could have ever thought true.
Young Adult fiction fantasy, survival

Audio Books for Adults

Youth to Power Your Voice and How to Use It

Jamie Margolin
Jamie Margolin has been organizing and protesting
since she was fourteen years old. Now the coleader of a global climate action movement, she
knows better than most how powerful a young
person can be.

Always Enough 7 hours

Kelly Elliott
Kaylee longs for a fresh start. In Montana, she
looks forward to the wild terrain and a new town
to help her forget the memories and dreams.

Young Adult Non-fiction social action, political activity,
goverment policy

western, romance

American Dirt 17 hours

Jeanine Cummins
Lydia Quixano Perez lives in the Mexican city of
Acapulco. She runs a bookstore. She has a son,
Luca, the love of her life, and a wonderful husband
who is a journalist.

Special Services &
Opportunities

Thriller detective / mystery, suspense

The Answer is--Reflections on my Life 5 hours

Alex Trebek
Using a novel structure inspired by Jeopardy!, with
each chapter title in the form of a question, Trebek
addresses the questions he is most often asked.

Provided by Arrowhead Library System
Our Website offers a wide variety of free
resources for area library card holders.

autobiography, non-fiction

Any Other Name Walt Longmire; 10 8 ½ hours
Craig Johnson
Sheriff Walt Longmire's former boss asks him to
investigate the suicide of his old friend. Walt
discovers that he may have had ties to three
missing women.

Bookmobile Schedule and Route Information
www.alslib.info/services/bookmobile/

Brainfuse HelpNow!

detective/mystery, thriller

http://main.arrowmn.brainfuse.com/

Apeirogon 15 hours

Overdrive Downloadable eAudiobooks,
eBooks and eMagazines

Colum McCann
Bassam Aramin is Palestinian. Rami Elhanan is
Israeli. They inhabit a world of conflict that colors
Political
every aspect of their daily lives.

https;//arrowhead.overdrive.com/

Research Databases

www.alslib.info/services/research-databases/

Bad Sister Family Secrets; 2 16 hours

Kevin O'Brien
It's been fifty years since the Immaculate
Conception Murders and many have forgotten. But
there is one person who knows every twisted
detail.

Up to date information about Legacy Events
www.als.lib.info/services/legacy-events/
(Which includes Workshops, Activities,
Take and Make Kits and more.)

Suspense, thriller
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Before We Were Yours 14 1/2 hours

Christmas Backup Plan

Lisa Wingate
Memphis, 1939. Twelve-year-old Rill Foss and her
four younger siblings live a magical life aboard their
family's Mississippi River shantyboat.

Twilight Texas; 12 9 hours
Lori Wilde
Aria Alzate has one goal: to give her best friend a
perfect wedding day. A snowstorm strikes, and
suddenly the magic of a Twilight, Texas, Christmas
takes hold.
Romance Christmas

historical domestic fiction

Behind Every Lie 9 1/2 hours

Christina McDonald
Eva Hansen wakes in the hospital after being struck
by lightning and discovers her mother, Kat, has
been murdered. Told in alternating perspectives of
Eva's search for answers and Kat's mysterious past.

Cilka's Journey 11 hours

Betrayed Wife 13.5 hours

Biographical, historical

Heather Morris
Cilka is just sixteen years old when she is taken to
Auschwitz-Birkenau Concentration Camp, in 1942.
Cilka finds that despite everything that has
happens to her, there is room in her heart for love.

Suspense thriller

Claiming the Rancher's Heir

Kevin O'Brien
Sheila O'Rourke has always known her husband
isn't perfect. She wants to feel safe in her own
home. But no one can hurt you more easily than
the ones closest to you.

Golden Valley Vineyards 10 hours
Maisey Yates
Strong feelings hide undeniable chemistry…and
one wild night results in pregnancy. Now Creed
vows to claim his heir, by proposing a marriage in
name only. But desire takes over.

thriller pycholocical

Bird Song Ear Training Guide

western, romance, Christmas

“Who Cooks for Poor Sam Peabody?” 1 hour
John Feith
Designed for anyone who wants to recognize bird
songs. Features the sounds of 189 bird species
found in the midwestern and northeastern US.

Compton Cowboys A New Generation of Cowboys
in America's Urban Heartland

7 1/2 hours

Walter Thompson-Hernández
A group of African American men and women
continue the centuries-old tradition of black
cowboys in one of America's most notorious cities.

non-fiction

Book of Longings 13.5 hours

Biography non-fiction

Sue Monk Kidd
Raised in a wealthy family with ties to the ruler of
Galilee, she is a ambitious, seeker with a brilliant
mind. She yearns for a worthy pursuit.

Conspiracy of Bones

Temperance Brennan; 19 12 hours
Kathy Reichs
Temperance must use all her tradecraft to discover
the identity of a faceless corpse, its connection to a
decade-old missing child case, and more.

Historical biographical, Bible

Camino Island 8.75 hours

John Grisham
A gang of thieves stage a daring heist from a secure
vault deep below Princeton University's Firestone
Library. Their loot is priceless, but highly insured.

Thriller

Cornwalls Vanish 8 hours

James Patterson
Army intelligence officer, Amy Cornwall has fortyeight hours to succeed, or her kidnapped husband
and ten-year-old daughter are dead. She must
employ every lethal tactic she has to save them.

detective / mystery, thriller
2 Camino Winds 8.75

Cheyenne Pass 5 hours

Lauren Paine
A feud between the biggest and richest cattleman,
and the local stage line couldn't have come at a
worse time to Winchester, Colorado. Western

Suspense, thriller
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Courage of the Mountain Man, Trail of Blood

case yet when a T. Rex skeleton surfaces--along
with a dead rancher--in Absaroka County.

Mountain Man; 12 17 hours
Bloodthirsty Clint Black runs the biggest operation
in Montana. The trouble begins when Smoke
Jensen brings 3,500 head up from Colorado to sell
to Black's neighbor.
Western

detective / mystery, thriller

Fair Warning

Jack McEvoy; 3 10.5 hours
Michael Connelly
Veteran reporter Jack McEvoy makes a shocking
discovery that connects a crime to other
mysterious deaths across the country.

Cowboy for All Seasons 16 hours

Maisey Yates
Four granddaughters must spend a season at a
beloved farmhouse in Oregon, before they sell it.

Thriller suspense, detective/mystery

Western, romance

Glass Hotel 10.5 hours

Emily St. John Mandel
Vincent is a bartender at the Hotel Caiette, a fivestar castle on an island in British Columbia.
Jonathan works in finance. Jonathan passes Vincent
his card with a tip, it's just the beginning.

Crooked River

Pendergast; 19 13 hours
Preston & Child
Dozens of identical blue shoes are found in the
ocean off the coast of Florida, all with a severed
human foot inside. Pendergast arrives on Captiva
Island and is quickly drawn into the mystery.

Mystery

Guardians 12 hours

Detective / mystery

John Grisham
In the small north Florida town, a young lawyer
named Keith Russo was shot dead at his desk as he
worked late one night. The killer left no clues.

Depth of Winter

Walt Longmire 14 7.75 hours
Craig Johnson
An international hit man and the head of one of
the most vicious drug cartels in Mexico has
kidnapped Walt's beloved daughter, Cady, to
auction her off to his worst enemies.

Legal, suspense, thriller

Heartbreaker 8 1/2 hours

B.J. Daniels
When a plane crashes near Thom Grayson's cabin,
he's hired to find the wreckage, and the kidnapped
woman believed to be the sole survivor. But when
he locates Geneva, she's not what he expected.

detective / mystery, thriller

Do-Right

Delpha Wade and Tom Phelan Mystery; 1 9 hours
Lisa Sandlin
Delpha Wade killed a man who was raping her.
After fourteen years in prison, persistence lands
her a job with an ex-roughneck turned private eye.
2 The Birds Boys

Western, romance

Hi Five 12.25 hours

IQ; 4
Joe Ide
Private investigator IQ is back to piece together a
murder with an eyewitness who has multiple
personalities.

Detective / mystery Noir

Dragonfly 18.5 hours

Thriller detective mystery

Leila Meacham
At the height of World War II, a handful of idealistic
young Americans answer the call of duty. A fatal
misstep leads to the capture of one of their team.

Jingle all the Way 5 1/2 hours

Debbie Macomber
Everly embarks on a weeklong tour of the Amazon
guided by charming naturalist, she begins to realize
that relationships are more important than work.

Historical war fiction full cast of narrators

Dry Bones Walt Longmire; 11 8 1/4 hours

Romantic, Christmas

Craig Johnson
Wyoming's beloved lawman must solve his coldest
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Knockdown 11 hours

Prayer Box 9 1/2 hours

political, thriller

Romantic, inspirational

William W Johnston
A perfectly orchestrated assault on a mass-transit
railroad line left countless Americans dead. Experts
are convinced this is no ordinary terrorist attack.

Lisa Wingate
When Iola passes at ninety-one, leaving eighty-one
carefully decorated prayer boxes, one for each
year, dating from Iola's youth to her last days.

Last Man at the Inn 5 hours

The Pull of the Stars 9 hours

R. William Bennett
Simon considers himself fortunate after securing
the final room at the inn in Bethlehem. He sees a
younger man and his pregnant wife denied lodging
and he considers giving up his space.

Emma Donoghue
In an Ireland doubly ravaged by war and disease,
Nurse Julia Power is working at a hospital when a
woman doctor and a teenaged orphan arrive.
domestic, historical

Inspirational, historical

Rancher's Wild Secret 5.5 hours

Long Petal of the Sea 10 hours

Maisy Yates
Emerson Maxfield will do anything to win her
father's approval, making her the perfect tool for
Holden McCam to exact his revenge with. His plan
falls apart when his own heart is ensnared.

Isabel Allende
In the late 1930s, civil war grips Spain. Hundreds of
thousands are forced to flee in a treacherous
journey over the mountains to the French border.
Among them is Roser, a pregnant young widow.

western, romance

Romance Historical

Redemption

Moral Compass 7 hours

Amos Decker; 5 8 hours
David Baldacci
Confronted by the first murder suspect of his early
career, FBI detective Amos Decker reexamines
startling connections to another crime making him
question the arrest of a man years earlier.

Danielle Steel
The students at an elite private navigate painful
secrets, family dynamics and a prying media in the
aftermath of a classmate's alcohol poisoning.
domestic

thriller

Muzzled Andy Carpenter; 21 6 hours

Sandman 11 hours

David Rosenfelt
Beth and Andy often reunite lost dogs with their
owners. Now a 'murdered' owner has contacted
Beth, and he wants his dog back.

Neil Gaiman
The Sandman, the immortal king of dreams,
stories, and the imagination, is pulled from his
realm and imprisoned on Earth by a nefarious cult.

detective / mystery

science fiction, DC Graphic Novel tie in

Obvious Fact Walt Longmire; 12 7 3/4 hours

Sea Glass Sisters 3 hours

Craig Johnson
Walt, Henry, and Vic are called in to investigate a
hit and run accident involving a young motorcyclist
near Devils Tower.

Lisa Wingate
Three women will discover that sisterhood and the
sea can change hearts, lives, and futures in the
most unpredictable of ways.

detective / mystery

domestic fiction, novella

One Good Deed 12 hours

Prelude to The Prayer Box

She Came to Slay:

David Baldacci
Archer, a straight-talking former World War II
soldier is fresh out of prison for a crime he didn't
commit. It's 1949. He is on parole with a short list
of do's and a much longer list of don'ts.

The Life and Times of Harriet Tubman 4 hours
Erica Armstrong Dunbar
Biography Non-Fiction History

Thriller Historical
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Son of a Wanted Man 3 hours

Too Much and Never Enough 7 hours

Louis L'Amour
Bastian is a young man raised by the powerful
outlaw Ben Curry as his own son. Bastian must
make his own decision about his future.

How my family created the world's most dangerous man.

Mary L. Trump
In this revelatory, authoritative portrait of Donald J.
Trump and the toxic family that made him.

Western, Audio dramatization

Biography non-fiction

Spirit Run 5.5 hours

Walk the Wire Amos Decker; 6 12 hours

Noé Álvarez
The son of working-class Mexican immigrants fled a
life of labor in fruit-packing plants to run in an
Indigenous marathon from Canada to Guatemala.

David Baldacci
Amos Decker and his FBI colleague Alex Jamison
are called to North Dakota. They instantly sense
that the thriving fracking town is ripe for trouble.

Biography Running, North American Indians, memoir

Thriller mystery / detective

Summer House 10.5 hours

Warsaw Protocol 12 hours

James Patterson
Sullivan County, Georgia, belongs to Sheriff Emma
Williams. Army Rangers posted to the local base
are implicated in a major crime.

Steve Barry
A private auction is about to be held where
incriminating information on the president of
Poland will be offered to the highest bidder.

Thriller detective / mystery

Thriller political, spy

28 Summers 15.5 hours

Westering Women 9.5 hours

Sandra Dallas
It's February, 1852, and all around Chicago, Maggie
sees postings soliciting 'eligible women' to travel to
the gold mines of Goosetown, 2000 miles away.

Erin Hilderbrand
Their secret love affair has lasted for decades, but
this could be the summer that changes everything.
Romance domestic

western

Tattooist of Auschwitz 7 1/2 hours

Western Star Walt Longmire; 13 7.5 hours

Heather Morris
Based on the true story of Lale and Gita Sokolov,
two Slovakian Jews, who survived Auschwitz and
eventually made their home in Australia.

Craig Johnson
An old photograph hurtles the sheriff into a headon collision of past and present, placing him and
everyone he cares about squarely on the tracks of
runaway revenge.

Historical fiction

Time for Mercy Jake Brigance; 3 20 hours

detective / mystery

John Grisham
A young man accused of murdering a local deputy.
Many want a swift trial and the death penalty, but
Jake Brigance sees it another way.

Request an Audio Book Catalog
for a complete listing of our
Audio Books on CD.

Suspense, thriller legal mystery

To Sleep in a Sea of Stars 32 1/2 hours

Christopher Paolini
During a routine survey mission on an uncolonized
planet, xenobiologist Kira finds an alien relic.

Audio Books for Youths

Science Fiction

Before the Ever After 2.5 hours

To Wake the Giant 19 hours

Jacqueline Woodson
ZJ’s Dad is having trouble remembering things and
seems to be angry all the time. Mom explains it's
because of all the head injuries his dad sustained.

Jeff Shaara
In 1941, President Franklin D. Roosevelt watches
uneasily as the world heads rapidly down a
dangerous path.
historical war

juvenile fiction
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Videos on DVD

Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes 15.5 hours

Suzanne Collins
Revisit the world of Panem sixty-four years before
the events of The Hunger Games, starting on the
morning of the reaping of the Tenth Hunger Games

Movies

Action/Adventure, Dystopian, Science Fiction, Young
Adult

American Renegades 2019 Rating: PG-13
Navy SEALs discover an underwater treasure in a lake.
Action-adventure

Clap when You Land 5 1/2 hours

Elizabeth Acevedo
Two sisters are forced to face a new reality in
which their father is dead and their lives are
forever altered.

Antebellum 2020 Rating: R

Juvenile fiction

Veronica finds herself trapped in a horrifying reality and
must uncover the mind-bending mystery.
detective mystery horror thriller

Duck on a Bike 1 disc 1 book

Assignment 2017 Rating: R

David Shannon
A duck decides to ride a bike and soon influences
all the other animals on the farm to ride bikes too.

Frank is double crossed by gangsters and falls into the
hands of a vengeful surgeon known as The Doctor.
action adventure, thriller, film noir

Children's picture book and CD

Bad Education 2020 Rating: none
The story of the single largest public school
embezzlement scandal in American history.
Drama Based on a true story

Echo Mountain 9 hours

Lauren Wolk
As her family struggles with the aftermath of an
accident that left her father in a coma, Ellie will
make her way to the top of the mountain in search
of 'the hag.'

Bill & Ted Face the Music 2020 Rating: PG 13
Bill and Ted learn that one of their songs can save life as
they know it, and bring harmony to the universe. Sci fi

Juvenile, historical fiction

Birds of Prey 2020 Rating: R

Maya and the Rising 7 1/2 hours

Harley Quinn tells the story about the cop, the songbird,
the psycho and the mafia princess.
action adventure, thriller, bluray

Rena Barron
Twelve-year-old Maya's search for her missing
father puts her at the center of a battle between
our world, and the mysterious and Dark world.

Blumhouse’s Fantasy Island 2020 Rating: PG-13

A group arrives on Fantasy Island. They have to live
through their darkest nightmares and fight to survive.
horror fantasy

Juvenile fiction

Ready Player Two 13.5 hours

Ernest Cline
Days after winning OASIS founder James Halliday's
contest, Wade makes a discovery that changes
everything. This time the fate of humanity also
hangs in the balance.

Capone 2020 Rating: R

Al Capone, suffering from syphilis and dementia, is
haunted by his violent past.
Historical crime

Carol 2015 Rating: R

Two women from very different backgrounds find
themselves in an love affair in 1950s New York.
romance LGBTQ

science fiction, young adult

1 Ready Player One

Zeus, Dog of Chaos 6 1/2 hours

Clemency 2019 Rating: R

Kristin O'Donnell Tubb
Zeus comes from a long line of heroic dogs, and he
dreams of glory as a K9 commander. Zeus's training
prepared him for his most important job.

Bernadine is a stoic prison warden, her work life puts a
strain on her marriage, career and convictions.
drama

Juvenile fiction
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Fisherman's Friends 2020 Rating: PG 13

Cloverfield 3 Movie Collection Rating: PG 13

A London music executive tries to sign a group of shanty
singing fishermen.
comedy musical

Cloverfield - New York is under attack by a monster.
10 Cloverfield Lane – A woman must escape at any cost.
Cloverfield paradox -- A space crew fights to stay alive.
Science fiction, thriller, horror

GBF (Gay Best Friend) 2013 Rating: R

Tanner and Brent go through high school in the closet.
Tanner chooses between popularity and true friends.
Drama LGBTQ

Crown Vic 2019 Rating: R
A cop and his partner chase down violent suspects while
searching for a missing girl, and hunting two cop killers.
police/crime drama

Geography Club 2013 Rating: PG-13

LGBTQ Teenagers decide to form a Geography Club,
thinking nobody else would want to join. However, their
secrets may soon be discovered.
Drama LGBTQ+ Book adaptation

Dark Figures the Darkness Consumes 2020

Rating: none
Backpackers accidentally stumbled upon and defiled an
ancient Native-American worship sight.
Ghost Horror

Gintama 2018 Rating: none

In an era where aliens have invaded and taken over
Tokyo, a young samurai finds work however he can.
action-adventure comedy anime CGI film adaptation
bluray

Death of Me 2020 Rating: R

A husband and wife find that they participated in a local
ritual that somehow ends with murder.
Horror

Guest House 2020 Rating: R

Can a backyard wedding be held without a certain loser
crashing the party and ruining their marriage?
Drama comedy

Deathstroke: Knights and Dragons bluray 2020
Rating: R
Mercenary and master assassin Slade Wilson leads two
lives: relentless killer and dedicated family man.
animated / action-adventure / sci-fi / superhero

Hard Kill 2020 Rating: R

A security expert and his team must race against the
clock to protect the fate of the human race.
Action-adventure thriller

Emperor 2020 Rating: PG 13
Inspired by the legend of Shields 'Emperor' Green, a
descendant of African kings turned outlaw slave.
historical drama action-adventure

High Note (The) 2020 Rating: PG 13

A singer and her assistant are presented with a choice
that could alter the course of their respective careers.
Melodrama romance

Escape Plan 3-film Collection 2019 Rating: R

Escape Plan; Escape Plan 2; Escape Plan: the Extractors.
action-adventure thriller

The Hunt 2020 Rating: R

Twelve strangers wake up in a clearing. They don't know
where they are, or how they got there.
horror action adventure comedy

Faith of Our Fathers 2015 Rating: PG

Guided by handwritten letters from the battlefield, sons
embark on an journey to The Vietnam Wall.
drama, religious

I Met a Girl 2020 Rating: none
Devon, an aspiring musician with schizophrenia, meets
Lucy, and falls madly in love, then she disappears.
Feature

Falling for Vermont / Last Bridesmaid / Love
at First Dance 2019 Rating: G

Romance

I Still Believe 2020 Rating: PG
Jeremy Camp faces personal and professional
challenges as he becomes a star of Christian music.
biographical inspirational

First Cow 2020 Rating: PG 13

A Chinese immigrant comes up with a scheme to strike
it rich in the 1820’s Pacific Northwest.
film adaptation western
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Imagine Me & You 2006 Rating: R

Ma 2019 Rating: R

A blushing bride is soon forced to choose between her
husband and the girl of her dreams.
romance LGBTQ

Sue Ann offers teenagers the chance to drink and hang
out in her home as long as they abide by the rules.
drama horror

Inheritance 2020 Rating: R

Marriage Story 2019 Rating: R

International Falls 2020 Rating: R

Mortal 2020 Rating: R

Invisible Man (The) 2020 Rating: R

Motherless Brooklyn 2019 Rating: R

The patriarch suddenly passes away, leaving his
daughter with a shocking secret inheritance.
thriller

A love story about divorce. A marriage coming apart
and a family coming together.
drama

Dee is a middle-aged wife, mom and comedy nerd with
a secret dream of getting on stage.
comedy drama

Witnesses claim a teen died after touching the stranger.
Is he a liar, a freak of nature, an angry god?
action-adventure, Science fiction / fantasy

When a woman's ex-husband commits suicide, events
lead her to believe that his death was a hoax.
sci fi thriller horror

In 1950s New York, a private detective with Tourette's
Syndrome ventures to solve the murder of his mentor.
Detective Mystery

Irresistible 2020 Rating: R
A Democratic strategist assists a retired veteran run for
mayor in a small, conservative Midwest town.
political comedy

Outpost 2020 Rating: R

Jungleland 2020 Rating: R

Paydirt 2020 Rating: none
A parolee teams up with his old crew determined to
find a buried bag of cash stolen five years ago.
detective mystery thriller

Justice League Dark: Apokolips War 2020 Rating: R

Darkseid and his Furies gain complete control of Earth,
leaving the Justice League to regroup and battle.
Animated, superhero, action-adventure

Resistance 2020 Rating: R
A group of unsung heroes who put themselves in harm's
way to rise above hatred and oppression during WW II.
war drama

Light from Light 2019 Rating: none

Semper Fi 2020 Rating: R

Like a Boss 2020 Rating: R
Mel and Mia's lifelong friendship in jeopardy. The
beauty business is about to get ugly.
comedy

Siberia & Him 2019 Rating: none
Sasha and Dima have a fraught relationship. They're
brothers-in-law, travel companions, and secret lovers.
Drama LGBTQ

Lost Transmission 2020 Rating: none
A music producer goes off his medication and his
friends chase him though the LA music scene to help.
action adventure

Spontaneous 2020 Rating: R

Love, Fall & Order 2020 Rating: none
When Claire goes home to save the annual Fall Fest on
the family’s pumpkin farm, sparks fly with an old rival.
romance

Summerland 2020 Rating: PG

A team of U.S. soldiers stationed at the deadliest
outpost in Afghanistan is relentlessly attacked.
film adaptation, war, based on true events

Stan and Lion are brothers struggling to stay relevant in
the underground world of bare-knuckle boxing.
crime drama

Gifted with dreams and an interest in the paranormal,
Shelia is asked to investigate a potential haunting.
mystery thriller

A Marine Corps reservist is torn between his by-thebook code and loyalty to family.
action / adventure

Students in their high school begin inexplicably
exploding, and they finally start living for today!
comedy romance horror

Reclusive Alice opens her front door one day to find
she's to adopt a young London evacuee name Frank.
Feature WW II
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Superman: Man of Tomorrow 2020 Rating: PG 13

Other Ken Burns Documentaries:
• Frank Lloyd Wright
• Horatio's Drive:

The world will learn about Superman…but first,
Superman must save the world!
animated action-adventure sci-fi superhero, Blu-ray

Survive the Night 2020 Rating: R

•
•
•
•

A disgraced doctor and his family are held hostage at
their home by criminals on the run.
action adventure

Tenet 2020 Rating: PG 13

Fighting for the survival of the entire world, the
Protagonist journeys on a mission beyond real-time.
sci-fi

America's First Road Trip

Lewis & Clark
Mark Twain
National Parks: America's Best Idea
Not For Ourselves Alone:

The story of Elizabeth Cady Stanton &
Susan B. Anthony

• Thomas Jefferson
• Unforgiveable Blackness:

Then Came You 2020 Rating: PG 13

The Rise and Fall of Jack Johnson

Widow Annabelle is drawn to Lord Howard Awd, but
Howard is getting married at the end of the week.
romantic comedy

Once Were Brothers: 2020 Rating: R
Robbie Robertson and the Band

A cautionary, and occasionally humorous tale of the
creation of the popular music group, The Band.
Biographical historical documentary

Unhinged 2020 Rating: R

After a confrontation with an unstable man at an
intersection, a woman becomes the target of his rage.
thriller

Set in Stone 2012 Rating: none

Evidence for Earth's Catastrophic Past

Waiting for the Barbarians 2020 Rating: none

What do the rocks really tell us about the geological
history of our world?
Documentary Instructional

Joll conducts a series of ruthless interrogations, which
leads to questions about his loyalty to the empire.
action-adventure historical

Tai Chi Fit Over 50 2017 Rating: none
A simple tai chi workout with an emphasis on
continuity, connection, and feeling of flow.
Also Available: Tai Chi Fit Over 50 Balance; Tai Chi Fit
Over 50 Seated Workout
Non-Fiction Instructional

The Warrant 2020 Rating: none

Sheriff Breaker and his son reunite after the Civil War to
track down a fellow veteran. The mission is dangerous.
Action-Adventure Western

The Way Back 2020 Rating: none
An alcoholic man is asked to return to his former high
school as a basketball coach.
sport drama

Family Movies

Adventures of Rufus the Fantastic Pet 2020 Rating: PG
Scott and Emily must team up with an eccentric wizard
and an adorable talking creature named Rufus.
family fantasy

We Summon the Darkness 2020 Rating: none

A party suddenly turns dark and deadly.
Horror

The Call of the Wild 2020 Rating: PG

A dog’s blissful life is turned upside down when he is
sent to the Alaskan Yukon during the Gold Rush.
Family, action/adventure, CGI, based on a book

Documentaries &
Instructional Videos

Cats & Dogs 1 and 2 Rating: PG

A ruthless cat, is plotting intensively to achieve nothing
less than world domination.
Family CGI

Country Music Vol 1 and Vol 2 2019 Rating: TV-PG
Ken Burns American Lives Documentary Series

Cats & Dogs 3 : Paws Unite! 2020 Rating: PG

Follow the evolution of country music over the course
of the twentieth century.
documentary

A team of untested agents will have to use their oldschool animal instincts to restore order and peace.
Family CGI
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Holiday Movies

Four Kids and It 2020 Rating: PG 13

A group of kids on holiday with their parents in
Cornwall, England meets a magical creature.
Family fantasy

Black Christmas 2020 Rating: PG-13

Sorority sisters decide to celebrate Christmas with a
series of parties, and discover a killer.
Horror Christmas

LEGO DC Sahazam! 2020 Rating: none

This earnest do-gooder wants to join the Justice League,
but in order to do so, he has to reveal his identity.
Animated family

Christmas Everlasting 2019 Rating: none

Lucy’s sister passes away, Lucy must return home to
learn the terms of her sister's eccentric will.
Christmas

Mulan (2020) 2020 Rating: PG-13

A fearless young woman disguises herself as a man to
battle northern invaders in China.
Family CGI

Christmas on the Range 2019 Rating: none

Mulan & Mulan II (original) 2013 Rating: G

Kendall Riley wants to save her family's ranch, but
scrooge Brick McCree, has other plans in mind.
Christmas western

Pokemon : Mewtwo Strikes Back Evolution

Christmas Train 2018 Rating: none
Disillusioned journalist Tom Langdon must get from
Washington, D.C., to L.A. in time for Christmas.
Christmas romance

Mulan: A young Chinese woman who breaks tradition.
Mulan 2: Mulan and Shang save their beloved empire.
Family animated
2020 Rating: TVY7
Genetically engineered Pokémon Mewtwo, is planning
to take over the world with other cloned Pokémon.
Family
Scoob 2020 Rating: PG
Scooby has a secret legacy and epic destiny, Shaggy
remembers how Mystery, Inc. was formed.
Family animated comedy

Christmas Truce 2017 Rating: none

An American soldier and a Belgian woman fall in love
and agree to reunite the first Christmas after the war.
Christmas WWII

Friendsgiving 2020 Rating: none
Plans for a quiet Thanksgiving between two friends go
up in smoke when their party is crashed.
Thanksgiving comedy

Sonic the Hedgehog 2020 Rating: PG

Sonic navigates the complexities of life on Earth with his
newfound, human bestfriend.
Family, action /adventure, comedy, bluray

Frozen in Love / Winter Castle 2018 Rating: G

Think Like a Dog 2020 Rating: PG

Taylor competes in a contest in which the teams will
design and build life-sized gingerbread houses.
Christmas romance

Christmas Romance

Gingerbread Romance 2019 Rating: none

A whimsical story about a boy and his dog, and a
science project that will change all of their lives forever.
Family comedy

Heartland Christmas 2016 Rating: TV 13

Trolls & Trolls Holiday 2019 Rating: G

Saving horses trapped by an avalanche brings together
a town and a family divided by a long-ago tragedy.
Christmas, drama, series tie in

Two mismatched friends must work together in perfect
harmony to save the day.
family animated

Just Add Romance / the Sweetest Heart /
Easter Under Wraps 2019 Rating: G

Trolls World Tour 2020 Rating: PG

Poppy and Branch discover that they are but one of six
different Trolls tribes scattered over six different lands.
Animated family musical

Christmas, Valentines, Easter, Romance

Majestic Christmas 2019 Rating: PG
An architect returns during the holidays to turn a
historic playhouse into a modern multiplex.
Christmas

War with Grandpa 2020 Rating: PG

Peter devises pranks when he is asked to give up his
bedroom, but Grandpa Ed won't go without a fight.
Family comedy film adaptation
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Merry Christmas Llama Llama! 2019 Rating: TVY7

Doctor Who, Season 12 Rating: none
TV series / sci fi / action-adventure

Celebrate the holidays with Llama and his friends.
christmas family animated, based on the book series

Endeavour Season 7 2020 Rating: TV 14

Prancer 2001 Rating:

TV series detective-mystery

A little girl finds a wounded reindeer in the woods and
believes it is Prancer.
Christmas family

Fear the Walking Dead Season 5 2020 Rating: none

Princess for Christmas (A) 2012 Rating: none

The Flash (Season 6 2020 Rating: TV PG

When Calls the Heart. Hope Valley Christmas
Collection 0 Rating: none

Good Doctor Season 1-3 Rating: none
A young surgeon with autism and Savant syndrome, is
recruited into the surgical unit of a prestigious hospital.
TV series medical drama

TV series horror

TV series sci fi superhero

An invitation arrives to spend a royal Christmas in
Europe with the the Duke of Castlebury Hall.
Christmas romantic comedy

Christmas Special Episodes from Seasons 4, 5 and 6.
TV series, historical inspirational drama, Christmas

Good Place 4th/final Season 2020 Rating: none

TV series comedy fantasy

Wrapped up in Christmas / Snowed-Inn
Christmas 2018 Rating: PG 13

His Dark Materials season 1 2020 Rating: PG
A young girl is destined to liberate her world from the
grip of the Magisterium.
TV series film adaptation of Philip Pullman's trilogy

Christmas romance

Series and Mini-series

Into the West 2005 Rating: none
Two families journey in search of the American dream.
TV mini series historical western

All of My Heart Collection 2015 Rating: none

TV Series Drama, Romance

American Pickers 2010 Rating: none

Jack Ryan Season 2 2020 Rating: none

TV series documentary
Also available: The Best of American Pickers

TV series action-adventure political thriller

Killing Eve Season 3 2020 Rating: TV 14

Belgravia 2020 Rating: TV 14

TV series, thriller

The rising nouveau riche, rub shoulders with London's
upper classes. Secrets from the past emerge.
TV mini-series historical drama

Last Man Standing Seasons 7- 8 2020 Rating: none
TV Domestic Comedy

Big Little Lies season 1 - 2 2017 Rating: none
A murder was spawned by rivalries and secrets
surrounding a trio of young moms.

Magicians Season 5 2020 Rating: none
TV series fantasy horror
Miracle Workers Season 1 2019 Rating: none
To prevent Earth's destruction, Craig along with Eliza,
must achieve their most impossible miracle to date.
TV series fantasy dark comedy

TV series, comedic drama, detective mystery, based on a book

Blacklist Season 7 2019 Rating: none

TV series crime thriller

Brooklyn Nine-Nine Season 7 2020 Rating: none
TV series / detective / mystery /comedy

Outlander Season 5 2020 Rating: TV MA

TV series action-adventure historical romantic fantasy

Chesapeake Shores Seasons 1-3 2017 Rating: none

Paw Patrol Collections 2013 Rating: G

series drama book adaptation

Series juvenile animated

Coach Seasons 1-9 2017 Rating: none
TV series sports comedy

Pennyworth Season 1 2020 Rating: TV MA

A former British SAS soldier, forms a security company
in 1960s London and goes to work with Thomas Wayne.
TV series

The Crown season 1 and 2 Rating: none
The British Empire is in decline, the political world is in
disarray, a young woman takes the throne. series
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Shameless Season 10 2020 Rating: none

TV series, science fiction

TV series comedy

When Calls the Heart Seasons 1-5 2018 Rating: none

TV series Historical Drama
Also availble: When Calls the Heart 5 movie collection 2018

Sons of Liberty 2015 Rating: TV PG

Anarchy rules in 1776.
TV mini-series historical action/adventure

Yellowstone Seasons 1-3 2018 Rating: TV MA

Star Trek Picard Season 1 2020 Rating: TV 14

Follows the Dutton family, who controls the largest
contiguous ranch in the United States.
TV Series historical western

Picard tracks down a series of mysteries about his past.
series science fiction

Young Sheldon Seasons 1-3 Rating: none
For nine-year-old Sheldon Cooper, it isn't easy growing
up in East Texas. Spin off from Big Bang Theory.
TV series family comedy

Survivor Seasons 1-40

Request a complete listing.
Reality TV series wilderness survival

Trolls, the Beat Goes On! Seasons 1-4 Rating: G
Follows the adventures of Queen Poppy, Branch, and
the residents of Troll Village.TV series family animated

Request a
Mail-A-Book
DVD Catalog
for a complete listing.

Vikings Seasons 1- 6 Vol 1 2020 Rating: R

Bjorn is a hero to the people who have been under the
tyrannical rule of Ivar for so long.
TV series historical action adventure

Westworld Seasons 1- 3 2018 Rating: TV MA

Ordering Materials Using the Online Catalog
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Please remember:
You can order materials on the phone, through e-mail,
and by using our online form or the provided order cards.
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Mail-A-Book Instructions
This is a collection of paperbacks, audio and visual materials which
you can order and have mailed to you at no cost. New catalogs are
produced twice a year. This tax-supported service from the Arrowhead Library System is available to rural residents, those who live in
a city without a public library, and homebound residents from
Carlton, Cook, Itasca, Koochiching, Lake, Lake of the Woods, & St.
Louis Counties.
To order materials:
• Select your titles from one of the current catalogs. (If you would
like something not listed in the catalogs–go to Interlibrary Loan
instructions).
• Two postage paid order cards are to the right of this page.
• Print your name, address, county & zip code on your order card.
(Hint: Some patrons are using mailing address labels to save on
printing). Put your Arrowhead Library System Library Card
number on the order card (14-digit number). If you do not have
a card, print “no card” and we will send you an application with
your order.
• “Format” means audio CD book (CD), digital video disc
(DVD), or leaving the space blank will be interpreted as paperback book format.
• “Substitute” means that we will supply similar books if the
material you requested is checked out to another patron.
• We do not substitute for visual or audio materials.
• “Send to another library” means Interlibrary Loan.
• If you are concerned about privacy, please place your order card
in an envelope or see the privacy data information listed at the
bottom.
• If you want to have a supply of books on hand at all times you
can call in, email or mail another order before you finish your
current order OR send your bags and order cards back on different days
When the materials arrive:
• Materials will arrive in a zippered cloth bag. You will use this
bag to return your order.
• Along with the items you requested, will be a date due card, a
return label with prepaid postage, and a new order card.
• Remove the mailing label from the plastic slot on the front of
the bag and replace it with the prepaid return postage label.
• Please do not toss out the postage paid return address label. This
is prepaid postage! If you are not returning your items by mail,
just enclose it with the materials you are returning to a library.
To return materials:
• Place return postage paid label in the plastic slot on the front of
the bag.
• Place the materials you are returning in the cloth bag.
• Enclose your new order card in the bag also.
• Zip the bag closed and put it in your mailbox.
• Materials can also be returned to one of the 28 libraries in the
Arrowhead Region or the Bookmobile.
Interlibrary Loan instructions:
• Mark the “send request to another library”
• We will order it for you, but since it is not part of our collection
you will either need to return it to another library, mail it back
from the post office, or include $2.00 to cover our postal costs
Data privacy:
If you are concerned about privacy, you may limit the amount of
information you fill out on the order card to just your library card
number. Please print your card number clearly.

